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Financially, Calloway. Coanty's
teenagersakesn to be making out very
well. _
' They have 'affluence such as their
parents never dreamed ofat their age.
As a result, with-their spending clout,
they have becomeen econoqiic group to
be reckoned With.
The unprecedented amount of money
at their command, estimated at no less
than $1,843,000in the past year, Went for
the iribole.gartilit of-Personal items and
• leisure-time activities that are -go
; important to them. And it went fast.
In addition to what they spent on-
-themselves, they exerted a strong in -
Income of $28.7 billion last year, a-S26'
billion increase over 1978. -
It was the largest annoal rise in the
pasta years and is---aftrftpuled to in-
flationary presaures and to the greater
number of possessions that have
become 'timiits" for young people--
For Calloway County's teen-age
population, which now numbers close to
2-,750thenuttay came to approximately
£1,843,000, based upon local income and
spending figures. Per capita, it
averaged $670 in the yehr.
-Part Of this money was earned by
doing odd jobs after school and during
summer vacations. The rest came from
weekly „allowances.
------ • - — 
fluence on family purchases — from ILitls,it is—found, outsPend beys,
food to furniture and from carpets to • Personal vanity is given as the main
-cars. . _ _ -reason for the difference. Among boys,
dating and entertainment are in theAll of which enhances the statureof number one spot, with cars in secondthe teen-agers in the eyes of designers place.
and retail merchants, who court them
aa never  hethre_ _through freguegt-7-7443t even gr&algr_laipsulance,  to local
-changes of fashions and styles. • merchants is the general family
The overall spending figures are spending over which the teen-agers
based -upon surveys and studies made have an influence. This is placed at
by the Rand Youth, Poll, a market about $60 billion a year nationally.
res-elfrgh organization, by -jhe-FarnilY in 'Calloway County, in line with the
r-----Econotnist and others. findings, it affects an estimated
Ths findings are that.the 30 million - $3,852,000 of the spending done per year
teen-agers in the United States had an in local stores.
The Calloway County Red Cross fund
„drive keeps edging closer to the ;10,700
goal.
Presently 54 percent of the drive goal
has been reachecLand.. workers are
asked to 'turn in their solicitation
money, both Stuart Poston, the 1978
fund drive chairman and or. Jack
[lose, Chairman of the county portion of
the drive, said.
; ,, ... .
Murray Planning Commlsilbn
members are expected to vote Wed-
nesday. April 5, on a proposal to rezone
12th Street in-ray.
The street was the subject of a
lengthy public hearing that attracted
almost 100 persons March 21. After
hearing testimOny- in that hearing,
commissioners deided to delay
decision, but called a special mg
for it. The commission no meets
the third Tuesday of e month.
The rezoning ,proposal calls for
changing _atsorted •• residential
classificatinns from Chestnut Street to
Sycamore to a limited business class,.
- -134. _
Should the commission approve the
rezoning, Murray City Council would
take a look at the proposal next. City
Council members will get a report of
the commission's action, if members
turn down the proposal.
___Alsuiattie a erida for the meeting is
Rose said county solicitation efforts
"Have been good." He also added that
without the enthusiasm of the volunteer
workers,, the drive would not be the
success that it appareptty is.
"Continued support ir urged . and
'needed if 'the• Red Cress Fiiind ,Drive
goal is to be reached," Rose said.
Rose is superintendent of Calloway
County School System. A long time
resident of the count, Rose attended
Groundbreaking ceremonies for the chitectural firm and the contractor, beginning of a two-year construction Facilities arid Management.
$8.2 million  University  Center at , .wilrparticipate in the groundbreaking period on the 1 square foot three-, Patrice Carroll, a senior, wilt'
Murray- State University will be con- ..,.. represent her father, Gov. Julian M.
ducted on site at 1501 - kfort will be. Carroll, at the groundbreaking.
and Payne at 11:30 a.m. Monday, April for finance.et' participant will be Richard
3. Lewis of Benton, - former chief
for the long-awaited project to be revel structure,
-located on the parking area site west of bit hand from F
the-Cutchin Recreational Complex. - Russell McClure, score
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, university and administration, and
University and state officials, along - president, will---preiside during the — -Pritchett,- eAexutive assistant-
with representatives 'of. the ar- program to turn the dirt signifying the commissioner In the Bureau o
r--  executi e officer to- Carroll and the -
imme ate past president of the
Murta State
Repr senting the architectural
Peck Associates of Paducah, will be
Don Peck, Nick Warren, Curtis - ,
Flannery,' Lyman Stevens:Vrtlavid
Tillotson.
- Hartz-Kirkpatrick Construction Co,
jic,of thwenci,n, thp general  cony__
Tractor-, -be represent-a—GT-by Fra
Hartz, Jr., Steve Bosley, and Tim
.Quinn. -
.Dr. Frank-Julian, vice-president for
student development, Steve Bourne of
Murray, president of the Student
Government Association, and. Clyde
-Stonsanotirector.hf the cfadonft
wZI---he..-_arnong__-oiliers from on 'theTiT 
who will participate on the
GROLJNDbREAK4GSCHFDULED — This architect's drawing of the $8.2 million University Center at Murray State
University shows part GC the three-leel structure -oft which construction will begin following groundbreaking
ceremonies on monday. Apra 3. The fi-rst dirt will be turned to signify the beginning on the project at the 1110.a. m.•
program on the site west of the Cutchin Recreational Complex. Construction is expected to take two years.
Pairktero7_6ba
LAGOS, Nigeri —:-President
Carter, eyein e. Soviet --Union and
-geowing es ates of the nil-Tither of
Cuban ers in Africa, appealed to-
day "peace with justice- on this
ontineot where he wants.-Outside
intervention to come to an end.
Carter is appealing for African
solutions to Africa's problems.
We share with you a desire to. see all-,_
the peoples 'of Africa at peace with each
- other, preserving their diversity and.
their national character, -living in
mutual respect and enjoying the fruits
of -development and. of democracy„"
the president told Nigeriam_reader
Olusegun Obasarip at formal
We/qaning ceremonies.
Murray State University and.taught in
_Greenville. Paducah ind Murray State._ '
Dr. Marshall Gordon is the fund drive
eteirman for the Murray State
University campus. Fund drive -cap-
Miller's rezoning application. Miller
had asked to rezone a piece of property
on 16th Street neat the Murray Fire
Station 11. Commission members are
also expected to review a new zoning
application for a possible amendment
in the Wednesday session.
Alexander, Walter Apperson, Macon
Blankenship, Bill Boyd, Charles Hale,
Max Hurt, Gedric Paschall, Henry
Holton, Dr. Alice Koenecke, Joe Pat
James, Robert G. Jeffrey, Ed Shinners,
Dan Shipley, Leonard Vaughn and
Dave Willis.
kNOXVIILLE. , AP ) - — The
Tennessee Valley Authority has with-
' drawn its /quest that consumers
voluntarily reduce electricity usage
because of dwindling coal stockpiles.
But the agency said Friday that
conservation efforts should continue
despite the settlement of the nationwide
coal strike.
"This doesn't mean we are telling
people to quit conserving electricity,"
TVA General Manager Lynn Seebenr
said. "Normal conservation measures
be important in helping to
"We share the goal of achieving.
peace with justice in Southern Africa."
—Aides saicrpeaCe and an end to out-
side intervention would be a principal
theme of a major speech the president' -
!'zrranged. to deliver later in the daY Ul-
an invited-VIP audience in Nigera's
•-rnodernistic National Theater.
The address, private talks, a wreath-
laying honoring Nigeria's war dead and
traditional Nigerian dancing
highlighted the first full day in Nigeria
for Carter; his wife, Rosalynn, and their
daughter, Amy.
The president's ceremo I welcome
was a colorful affair, with n .bortor
guar?! --of crack Nigerian soldiers in
green turiics, red piping and green and
red tassles on their garrison caps. Their' •
---4ra part of the largest army in black
• Africa.
Making the first state visit by a U.S. 7
, president to black Africa, Carter was
welcomed informally Friday night by
Obasanjo and tens of thousands of.
Lagos residents who lined the route of
the pr'esident's motorcade to his
lodgings in State House. _-• .
A top administration official flying
withC-arterfrornSouth America, where z
the president began a seven-day tour of,/
Venezuela, Brazil, Nigeria and Liberiai, .
pointed out a dilemma confronting-the
American chief of state. '
The official, who dectitiet to be
identified, said Carter dofti not "view
rebuild 1 -vial stockpiles, but this ,
does .4-nean can end special
measures such as reduced street '
lighting that involyesafety, g*curiVr
any serious discomfort for cInsuoit ."
The governmenIowned Allay, which
serves some 21/ million cUstomers in
seven states, asked constuners on Feb.
16 to voluntarily reduce power use by 20
percept, but officials said consumer
cutblicks.never approached that level.
The request came as the United Mine
Workers strike — ended when the union
signed -a contract with the industry
Ky. Attorney-General Upholds StovalliVeto
Of' General Assembly's Anti-ERA Measure
By T.G. MOORE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —.The state,
attorney general's office iuis advised
that IA. Gov. Thelma Stovall's veto'ef
the Legislature's resolution to with-
draw Kenitieity.'s ratification of the
Edual Rights Amendment was valid.
In an opinion requested by state §eii.
,.15.a1euisville, the at-
torney general's office,sitid the Ken,
tucky Constitution clearly gives the
girearnor, or acting governor, authority
to veto or-- to sigo a legislative
resolution.
House Joint gesolutlon 20, . which
passed both branches of the Gsneral
Asseitibly find would have rescinded
the state's 1972 ratification of F.RA. has
"we bebeve the fqrce and effect of law
-and -would be considered in the same.:
category-as a legislative bill...," wrote
Assistant Deputy -Attorney General
Walter Herdman.
*Mrs. Stovall, a strong ERA backer
who fought the rescission drive during
the Legislature, vetoed the resolution
March 20 after declaring it "legislative
Opponents of the ERA have con-
tended tfUit the legality of Mrs.
Stovall's veto is questiohable.
Gov. Julian .carroll, who supported
ERA rnification'in 1972, has said he
would net 'have Vetoed the .rescissiop
resolution because a governor has rip
veto power over such Menillirell.
'
• 441'"Of — took its toll on coal stock-
- 'Odes at TVA generating plants.
Dispiti the :agreement, some of
TVA's major - coal - supply sources
remained. closed this week because of
-picketing mine construction workers,
The construction. workers
are to vote on- tentative pact Tuesday
'"While this Still, leaves some un-
es in the picture, proeress is
hem 'de toward resolving "these
probIei,wmthin the UMW. We hope to
seejal deliveries return to normal
wjiiui a few ;Weeks so TVA can begin
As the latest in a series of --major --
construction projects on the campus,
the University Center.' will include:
— Main floor — post_ office,
bookstore, information booth, and
dining areas.
— Lower level -- game room, coffee
house; arts and _crafts room, Student
_ Government Association offices,
television and music listening lounges,
and both imp's' and women's locker
areas.
Upper level 7- a 288-seat theater,
ballroom, guest room, dining .areas,
meeting rooms, lecture room, and *2 •
administrative offices.
Construction will begin immediately.
•
'The Problem§ of Africa dpugh the-
prisM of East-West politics ' But atTlie.
same time;-this adviser volunteered a
"..gew.---report of ic4f3an- military in-
terVention in. Eat:.
- It perhaps was'ironic, too, that Carter
was • appealing for African •solutiiiiii
even as heriva privately circulating a
revised/proposal to ease transition- to
majority rule in Namibia,, tb.e..black
nationalist name for South-West Africa.
The administration official told
reporters on 'Carter's 'plane- that the.
White'llonse had upped its estimate of
the number of Cuban soldiers in 
Ethiopia to between- -16,000 and -17,100:"
That contrasted to an estimate of 11,000
six,afeeks ago.
-
rebuilding, stockpiles to safer levels,"
Seeber said. - • .. - •
Stodcpiles at TVA Plants have made
gains recently with the combination of
low springlevel power , demand, and
--receipts-of some coal shiiiirienti. TVA,
the nation's largest single .,Coal user,
made soineparchases during the strike
from western-mines unaffected by the
walkout:* •
Hugh Parris, TVA's power resources
planning Thief, estimated Monday it
will take six to nine months,to rebuild
coal-stockpiles to normal levels.'
One aeetion T— 12 Pages
The vaihse- ave-lfii-Rock fit i the curious cave in a roai
formation on the Ohio River in Southern Illinois, and
today The Murray Ledger & Times columnist Judy
NlauPir b.eflkn4 aeriesithe  historic area. See today's- I
opinion section, Page 5. •
chance for
showers
Partly cloudy 'tonight with a
v.hitnce for shatters and pdssibly,
thundershoilfs changing to light_. .
rigowin erws ussonaia 
tows
tiv.Isolled t totightbunder-_
in the mid and upper 40s. Highs
Sunday in the-mitt and upper 60s:
Winds. becoming northerly
tonight. Rain chances are 30
percent tonight and 50 percera
StnilSay.
Mrs. Stovall exercised her veto
as acting governor' while Carroll. was
vacationing out of the state.
"In our opinion, HJR 20...wotild be
subject to the governor's veto under
section 89 of the Constitution," Herd-
man wrote. "At the same time, in the
absence of the governor, HJR 20 would
be subject to veto by the lieutenant
governor wider *her Itithafity tis art -
with the same power and authority as  --
the governor pursuant to section 84 of
the Censtitution. - ,
."Conaequently we believe her Veto 4,-,
RJR 20 is valid," Herdman added .
However, Herdman noted that other
legal questions remain.
- BRA-proponents have contended that:-
a state cannot withdraw ratification—.
Congress in the past has refused to -
recognize subsequent rescissions of
ratification.
Opponents of the proposed amend-
ment to the t 4, constitution thativould.
outlaw sex discrimination have Viriiitd
a court challenge of Mrs. Stovall's veto.
•^...1 • - •
...ins—obviously other_ basic—
legal questitins involved in this matter
which Will no-doubt be litigated along
-with this question," Herdrhan wrote.
The attorney general's opinion, dated
Wednesday, addressed only the
question of a governor's authority to
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. - • Saturt14-, April 1- .
VIM%......... .1 ___,,i2aele-7-: - - -- --.-----7-''..-- -Gospel Concert featurtagtht-- - • •
- wiat kind of dai All .,-. roinasee la under mensthing el ' Happy Goodenan 
Family and
tomorrow, DO To find eut what a cloud. Be papered far the 1:ne Kingsmen will be held at
the stare say, read the forecast unexpected and the, damn- • the Calloway County High
, gnat trx your terth Sign. ....,... isirting.
. to Aug.23;i2a
(Mar: 21 to Air. 88)   an facts. Do not take
z _
teakia thallaiera-W -Meet% or 'statements at fact
_ es&tie Akt.Y.',11.._tematens. An value - especially if they're
associatt meld Ow you some likely to influence your attitude
sound ideas fae--streamlining toward,. co.-worker
tedious routine__ .
TAURUS
Apr. -21 to May II) liC7
A good day--.advancing
yaw Mess Oas, arrived at
aktielf-lneuitivelY, especislly
• pleases superiors; brings
compensatory rewart
GEMINI ii4try
May 22 ta June 211
You now have a chance to
- prove your ability to sceneone in
authority, but it's One of those
days whin you'll have to go it
alone. Don't count on another's
e cooperation_
cANCER
...June 22 to July 231
Mixed influencm. Job mat-
ters should prosper b•ut
bloaday,.Aprill
• Signia Departinent-Mureay
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p. m. at the club house
with program on
School gyro at eight Pm-. History of Calloway 'County."
sPonsored' •
• Countrioraternal Order of-the
Policr Executive 13oard, Murray
Jazz Festival will continue Woman's Club' "will meet at
at Murray State with a concert 11:30 a. m. at the clu
b house.
at eight p.m. in the UniversityVIRGOt 414_24 m 
Sept. 21) - 110.1 Theatre of the Fine Arta.
_ The.. •osuai way" may oat be Center, -•Iffurray State. Ad-
goad enough-now. (gittakii pre. , mission for concert will be one
riot to so too far out on the me- doUar for students and three
perimental lindsf • Good dollars for others.
judgment, excellent inthis Sign .____, ..___
-LIBRA - . . _An
twal Murray - State- het.
I 14....Itiy-husiggil very much, but. illj,er doing my
. Appraise your own week and . Science Fair for . elementary., 
Wofrian's Club tiee invited toi_..„ . jaquoiwork, _taking care -41. five kids, r
utinking. my errands.
actions objectively Are there- junior high, and-high-school --attend. • , • - ..____, .-- :"..-. -iOd helping thy in-laws, I'm exh
auste 9 p.m. ',. .
loophoies you are using to evade 'students in the region irate _ _ „ . , -- Noonyhuaba
nd! He is ready for a of cuddling 'and
handling' THIS is a tune for 
from eight a.m. to five' .W ehaeller-M7-of-F-.--E.: a-. will loving. JI- liha•the eudelliug -it's the WING that wearswhat you are truly capable of
review. the West 
Kentucky Livestock meet at the home of Mrs. - in* OULIT
. ... ____ -
(Sept. 24-to Oct. 23) ; Ilniversiti Mathematics and _
home of Mrs. C. C. LoweY,1010 DEAR 
ABBY:
Westgate Drive, Murray, 
igastc1-CHAYINO
from two to fourie .
members of the Murray
tWeari  Ff0111---
Alt HIVAffection'
Tea for Mrs. Walter B.
Ferguson and Mrs. George
Winn, candidates for KFWC " By Abigail Van Buren-, --
offices, will be lield at the a
aver have a soldtiori-for the lady
ION. •
to 'limp. into becrkthe drop of a




and Exposition Center. This es_ William. Major, 817 North 111/tlis-, plaesearritle•ber,...or_ send her my hitsband. • - ---- ----
i Oct 24 to Nov. 72 ) n1,,, , open to the public after twelve
 • -gireel;der'10 p. m. 
.
You now have a chance to noon at no charge. ' 
. 
- - t r TOO-TIRED., .
-capitalize on sense of your finest . , 'Murrii_yalloway County 
gifts, two being adaptability • 'Square and round dancing - Retired Teachers Association- 
DEA, TOO: Ths--problentatsiesmid fulfillment can be




Foit SUNDAY, APIUL 2, WI
promise a generally satisfac- sought,
tory clay. Keep yourself in line _._.4100d advice- Do
and you will-help-ethers to do T-901elY on Yogi. own
likewise, insuring gains for all. - PISC'ES
TAURUS " . (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Apr. 21 to May 21.1 Clear thinking and direct
If others want to make action may be necessary for you
changes, evaluate carefully to overcome interference with
before dissenting, They may be your plans. Refuse to let anyone
for the better. you 
truly
feel or anything distract you from
they are don't go abaft your main objectives.
well them-7 -7- YOU BORN TODAY are an
GEMINI -• unusually active Individual,
(May. 22 to June 21) """7--, , sometimes too impulsive, and
Now You have an epportunity - lend to go to extremes in all,
to spread- your.wings a bit, to your activities. You are highly
inveleig,ate new areas of ac-__,Am.aginative and often, give
tivity.' But- dieset dropa well- unusual 'twists" to the most
organized program merely for ordinary undertakings,
the sake of change. Although you could excel as a
CANCER = business 'and ( Or ) financial
-*June n to Jab 23) CP1r4-4, header, you have a strong bent
Good chances now of meeting towara music and, if you do not
new and Interesting people. In take up composing or the- -
fact, talk with one who is playing ,of an instrument as a
unusually ltnowledgable may career, rould well utlike either a •
and enterprise. But twee reins will beheld at the Wood/nen leave the seventh and - 'of food, much of thoworld's pcpulatfanisinear starvation, broaden -your mental lacirizons most profitable avocation. You
-44@tii-09-4-.4e-fialese-e-•Church of Christ There's plenty of.supply. and demaa44-1t's the 
distribution . could also either write or paint
aggressive. deperukag epee' your iii--
13-21-78 SAGITT 
parking kit et =ea. ii. to go that's *iroil iw--- - _ .,-7-----7- ---- ------'-'-.! • - : . 
, , LEO 
• • (July 24r-ti; Aug: 231-441V-. dinations. Curb a tendency to -
•tclultes 130 I Nes_ Z3 to' ., 230.-
3,00. ih'ranglers Riding Club will to Brandon Sprirtge irritand, _.' 
__.._ • 
. ,--
Stellar influences giveiLINLIo-;„---.hydlit ati youk- own way in all-
Nursery:4 - Your percep 'veness 
have a potluck supper and BetweerT7be Lakes. DEAR ABBY:
 I am -having alseealf- w it.14 married man : , - '' ' --
intuition should Dow. Cake wetk---st-;.the--Ataz el I a
m really inlove with. (I'm 27 and be VI) We have bithz Yclur personality new incentive thin& BirttittaTe rit HansCh i
Baby- Richerson I Sue), do .....,1
dallaaad Cornmunity -Center at seven Skating party will be held by- 
out le public together , "and have even gone .teseome par _1,tivities io a lively pece. A day Charlemagne, ftoman Em-Get into the
Rt. 2,-etivertscity. _ ...„ - __ substantial. Good MN ln the bring• - it cow.
r3ur utmost - ""042ato-b° p m Each family is asked to the Calloway County High. 
w hare he lithew we'd iiin into some of his friends. (Once we-T-- up_ rrore, zuKii7 
author 
the Franks;
_ School Choirs at the Murray,y-- . 
even ran into his wife and neither Seerneelemberrassed!) , .‘,,,.,„, luP
lulbunut!. for acco '
Robert- •F-.-- 
. . • . _ 1-7 
"WaSaa-ballataningtogether foi'veer a-fmr" and have -= ""`"' •s'(Ana 24 to"Selit.' asj .1k4, of Albert 
Dreyfus:.thampt 
Sir._ Alec
II, Rt. -r,----Calmwoum - -----legtitYte-Ster-lodge No • -
S1'"•-_,Reller _Rink ftoM -5--:50-Ici-77SET"iestess sponl-weelcondess-rber,. so 1.. drilly-go' BonAt 'bellteee---11B1--yieu -arte---OuInness;- actor-.
Murray, Barnard E.';c.,avitl; -- (Dec. •.,..12 w Jan- 20) 's°. 'Free and Accepte
d Masens is p. m. Tickets are $1.50 each.J , eburage- 
to ask him why he was havmg-this affair. He told -alone in strife, difficulty or 
_
41 i -Cherry. Murray, _  but 'tl° n"'t- scheduled to meet at 7:30 'p.m. 
. . . me that he and his wife have an "open 
marriage -a totally diletiima. They are everywhere
Margaret A. Vinson and_ 
 ' -- - --- Recovery, Inc., ;will meet at hone-st arrangement in which they agreed that # 
either one - but YOU can conquerfollow all, k questions, _
Girl, Rt. 1, Big Satidy;Tri., atone and the results of actions Temple Hill lodge 
-DT• 0,-24 the Health- C,enter, North 7th wants .,to sleep with someone else,
 its okay. That way through your innate good,_ past eon-
Mrs. -Juanita-Thorn, MT- 1, en. you can end - right Free and :Accepted Masons and Olive, at seven p. m. 
t here's no lying and nobody is hurt.. • '.----- - judgment and self-discipline. 
PADUCAH PATIENT ,
will meet at the lodge hall at 
He tells me he loves me and "needs" me 7and doesn't LIBRA Stephen Willough
by" -of
New Concord, Mrs. Ladonna answer if you really 
. (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) al-xle • Murray has been a patient at..
seven p.m. Murray Lodge No. 105 F. & 
want to-stop-seeing me because I'm everything his wife has
M. Cavitt, 507 N. 1st., Murray,- - -- AQUARIUS 
.L. Give your best, then await
( Jan. 21 to Feb. II) A. M. will meet at 7:30 p. ra_al - 
never been to him. _ •. the Western Baptist Hospital,
.Mrs. -Linda L Cuthbertson. 
 '
Rt..-5: Paris, Tn_ Wanda S. conflict with those who are G,w singing featuring the the' kldge halt 
-I'm confused-.ffirViehebig-honeatetith me,. why doesn't returns calmly. If crises 
arlae,
Situations may place you in N Saturday, APrn 1 
-Paducah.
Merrell, Rt. 2, Buchanan-Tn. enforcing -rules." Argimients 
lie-ge""iv9"11 d mar" 
me?
- - •-• - : _ -CON, FUSED• ' ' •••- , 
or -- _without, preserve
either within the family group
W. T. Turner of Murray has
HOSPITAL PATIENT
David M. Page, 1515 Chaucer, will get yon'soifhire, however. 
Century ers of Marshall Coldwater United Methodist 
_____------ equilibrium, perspective,
humor. Not difficult for the been dismissed from the
-: Murray, Mrs. Glenda K. Be diaPeat metkIstable. County 
held at the Church Women will meet at DEAR CONFUSED: Because he and his wife prefer to
being completely honest with you-seven 
well-poised Illiran! • Western Baptist Hospitals
+ Feb.-Seto Mer:11) '
_ _...-. It . P Dexter ld* . At 7:107 ip . nt . --- stay married He
p-an. PuLdieleinv - - .. ' 
. is . He
has mide it clear that you "fill a need" for the present. So if (Oct lt?tRPI. 24 CIto No-v.-Z)-111, 
_Savage, 108 Patterson, Paris, PISCES Ba Paducah. ."
-7-In-..--Male-tflazicy _I._ Willough, Somrsatahrnabeclung maer--7- . -Tuesday, April 4_ _L._ you're angling for a weddin
g _ring, you:re the sucker. - 
-,, by, Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tn., - se---ve yoe time, wasted merge . 
- 
' • 
Tact and orderliness are the
Susan R. Barnett, 907 Vine, and ceady errene-now. Deal - • 
Lake Area Singles will meet
of your future objectives areAn exhibit on architeCtural. 
traits to emphasize now. Some
restoration by Note inter of 
DEAR ABI3Y: It is - tt;o- height of stupidity when a
Murray, ' :April K. Hanelme. divert efforts from constructive 
a seVen p. m. at the Bank of
shaping up. But take it easy'
1607 Belmont. Murray, Mrs. channels. 
Denver, Colo., former Benton: For 
information call smoker starts, to light up, stops 
Abruptly, then
hy 'tically asks, "Is it ell, right if I snitirke?" Best efforts could be offset .by
Mary O. Hopk.ins, RI. 1, Alm°, YOU. BORN TODAY are 
dMurray, and an exhibition of 753-5487 or 
99 after six p.
f couree-its NOT all rightf • ". 
.
- premature action.
ocumentatiOn with prints, m• - • 
.
Wendy G. yearry. Rt..1, Al - -- - -- 
In addition, I'm tired of hiving my. home stunk up. I SAGITTARIUS .
Mrs. Eva J. Roberts. 726 Nash - terrific enthusiasm, 
th ' • • want to breathe clean Air and so do , my children. I'm- .tNov. 23 to Dec. 21)- 3iirefiek. _' endowed with unusual stamina,  and collage
Dr.,- Murray, Mrs. Donna L. mentality, vivid imagination_ _ 
wrappings of the ! coast of. - Jessie Ludvac
. k Ci e of dumping every ashtray I own. ------- - • ----7-_-.7--, --'a keen photos,' Steady rides it lest you upset - _
Harrington, -Rt.-- 1,__ SP.-1-min%, sod a gift for leadership. A 
Aiistralia by- ..Christo. New First 
Presbyterian Church, ksyrnpathize with arriolters. I used to le, Init'I quit: . the fine balance now existing in -
Mrs. Dorothy A. Ortesi, Rt. 2, -_-1-over of literature and )our- •Volit City sculptor. will 0Piel---f-wal-meet at 1:3° 9"4"itli*:' 
wasn't -ease_.-Nowe l.WQIJId like•th eVeryOEgt_____ag_ many situations. Perceive  
Murray. WilliargT. Nance, El 
nalism, you excel at at the Clara M. Eagle Gallery - home of 
Mrs. John Beatty.
.. 
vltee air I ./ouled up when al- smoked around them. thoughtfully, listen carefully,
either; could also • in of the Fine Arts Center, 
NEW BRIGHTON,-MINN. brush up on an unwed talent.
V Fox Meadows. ' Murray. 
•
music - more as an tertatner Murrart-State, and will con- --- First 
United Methodist , 
- CAPRICORN
. - Mrs . ?ego M. Atkins, Rt. 2, than a mosposer, 'wever tinue through April 19. Church 
Women will meet at ' DEAR NEW: It's hardly "the heigh
t of -stupidity" to ask, (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) id
but it is the "height of rudeness" to smoke if the answer is Be sure a the logic' of Yourstatements and decisions;Hazel, Mrs. Martha Porter Objective in your •, you
601 Russel. Paris, Tn., Olen could also become an out- 
. ten a. m. a
t the Hale -Chapel„,,,,
- leo. And "no smoking" is a movement whose time, has come.
P. Judd, Rt. 6, Mu_reay, steedireg jurist- sta Or 
• Murray Woman's Club will with the executive board to' _. ' own or anollier'a. Put into ac-
recognize a bright idea - your
Leander Finney, New- Con- dipkimat. Trait
s to curb: ex- hold its general meeting and meet 
at 9:30 a. m. No coIfee - DEAR ABBY: Women are-constantly on guard against
cord,--Mrs: Louise Patterson, 
cessive materialism, brunch at 9:30 a.m. at the club will be served, 
but a sated the tall, dark, handsome type _ has a reputation for
o --Strldidate house- with -Mike Gottfried-, --luncheon honoring Ann Fisher_- imping girtoff
 her Net:Ni kw would believe that a  -Man& 'Special:
New COncord, Comus. E. of: Washington author;
'Alexandre', Hardin, Rosemary John Burroughs. poet, 
new Murray State football will be held at the social hall at - - short, fat, 50-year-old, balding n with &neuron. could
-_, D. Mairaik, Box 76., Hardin, nauwalist; Marlon Brando and 
coach. as guest speaker. a .11:30 a. in. with all women or come- so close t,o ruining my life .
What did he have? Chtu,m! His. words were absolute OUr C Ped
__Toy W_ Grooms, 307 N. '5th, Deris De'', film stars Hand bookbinding 
the church invited. .
poetry. He had me believing I was the most desirable • - • - -
Murray. workshop, sponsored by the Delta ..Depailment...34-urray woman on earth. I Hal I am 48, skinn and look every
 bit Suloiti --Meal
.
Kentucky Arts Commission Woman's Club. will meet at my age.) You guessed it. It worked fo,r 
Itim for years before
--•• ' and Kentucky Endowment for 7:30 p. m. at the club house 
we "discovered " each- other. We are ,both married to
PHOTO -
the Arts, will be held from with the program by Richard 
others
rrine a.m..to five p.m. in Room Jackson on -Art As A Hhy."
.-
What brought me to me senses? One alight I hetu•d.him 1- • .' $ 1,489
411, Fine Arts Center, Murray 





'dinner. How convincingly he lied to her! Then I asked With fries or baked potato
SPECIALS 
, _ 
_cludes all costs. 
. _
Woman's Club, will meet at
'Kappa Department, Murray myself, :How can he' be so false to her add true- to Me?" and topping,- and Stockade-
-
And then it ended, - Toast, salad, drink
730 p.--m. at the club house Thank God, I saw -the light. And now, when I realize how A complete meal, priced
with the program to be on many innocent people could have been hurt had I like a snack!
"House and Ctarden." • continued thls affair, I shudder. Print this. Perh
aps
._anothgr woman is,4t.eilLtrapped as I was.
NO MORE ILLUSIONS__ real steak 
meal.SIRLOIN
What kind' of day 'will tkie whatever Method are most
tomorrow be? To find out what likely to succeed.
the stars say, read the forecast AQUARIUS
given for your birth Sign. (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
ARIES Stellar influences 'somewhat
Mar.-21 to Apc-20) ireCA. .21ts,ed! 30 *In at .310-Agatia-,
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Sunday, April ' -
Calloway Band Boosters
— Club will meet-at-lee head-
room following the concert at 
- two p.m. •
.. Sunday, April 2
The Murray Music Teachers
Association will present their
advanced students in a spring
recital at 3:30 p. m. in Old




the Rev. and Mrs. Henry
McKenzie will be held 'at the
Murray Woman's Club House,
700 Vine Street, from 2:30 to
• five p.m- The family requests
that persons not bring gifts.
Sunday. April 2
Workshop on hand book-
- binding will continue from
nine a.m. to five pin in Room
411 of the Fine Arts Center,
.Murray State University.
Reception for Mr. and Mrs
Wayne Edward Tasker, Jr ,
(Termer Wanda Rolfe) Will be
held' at the home of Mr. ,and
,Mrs. Jimmy Rickman, 1564
_Canterbury. Murray, from
- two to five p.m. ••>-.
- *Hatay, April 2
- Bands and- choirs . of
(altoway County High School
will present a, concert in the
cafeteria of -the school at ,two •
- p.m.
_
' Murray State baseball team
--wilt-May Brawn University., at
(hr' p.m.. at Reagan Field.
. lo•cital by Shela Bondurane;
-clarinet, of Nellie-eh will begin .
at In the Farrell ,
Recital 'Hall.. Fist Arts
Center, Murray State
University
SL Leo's Women's Guild will
meet at one p. m. with Eulan
Adams., to present 'a special
program of varied crafts.,
Sit dovvn to a
_ ___Arayaur_probtaine-tee-bliery triandle doeirerfaii-AMry . _ea('
help you. For a personal, unpublished reply, write: Abby: inst STOCKAIIE*
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IF YOU'RE NOT SUREIKAVE THE FEVER NOW
AFTER TODAY, YOU'LL SAY YOU ALWAYS DID
Re
•4rui th,rN +h- yr.
. • ..,.
late Shea. Friday & Saturday II 40
Advh Entertainment
III Or Over Only
PEI41 EWA
S'ARITJAMES
Vestro, Ti'. •dowv, flow& M.,,4,' $,,,, 01, SIT TV
 PMIENTS Pt I Mt RIAD
• ,
Saturday Night Fever is rated Rand Lenot recommended
for anyone under IT. The Flee Gee's music and John
Travolta make it extremely attractive to young teenagers.
This creates a problem both for parents and theatre
management. Before 'deciding itiallow your child under 17
to see Saturday Night Fever, please see it for yourself, talk
to :Neurone who has read rarmt's magazine or the
capsule review). • -
er 17 teens will be admitted with parents or with-writ-
-4w peerrissionePerwessien Writhe* Inctuttethe natritrot
I name of picture, pareerennature and phone num-
b. Parents will be contacted. NQ exceptions will 61
made
trig thle.engsgement, all seats for Saturday Night
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_ 111 Yeirs -A0
asee, Aqstifi, French
stfuctor iirsturray 11101118 7:7
studenti - 'tdwin Schmidt, Paula
Owen. Audrey eichardson, fareg
Wiliam, Donna Shirley, Glenda Doran
Miami Ward, and Johnny Gmgles -
will spend Saa--Wateta-M--- irli -lhai
summer on a study travel tour. Lalira
whayne of Vienna, Va., farmer Murray
High -student; wial--40a0 ,accompany
them to Europe.-
Deaths reported includiallObert C.
Byars. a
Judy Kelso, Ellen Watson, and Lyn
Dunn were named as senior area 4-H
project . chamaions at the Purchase.'
20 Years Ago
vemiii•Lenik.
•••11•••••••••••••••••,- 1.111 • •
MN'
• •
.Are_e  Ac__Aqmenta aneetitaLaat
-111-ckinfin on March 29.•
All three cbtaaal.groups from Murray -
...High School, Tweeted by Mrs. John
Bowker, received superior ratings for at, --•
parforniance at-the Kentucky Music aa
F est i Stela
University. -
Calloway County High School and the
six elementary-millets-al Alifii5, Faxon-, _
Hazel, Kiriesey, Lynn .Greve, and New
Concord will close the school year on
June 5, according to Huron Jeffrey,
superintendent of Calloway County
Schools.
Bro. Paul Matthews of Sparta, Tn.,
- • his been named as the new minister OT
the Seventh and Pear Churchacif
Chriats --
- Deaths reported include Joe
McCuiston, age 76, and Floyd Outlaral,
age 83. „ •
SP-3 Hugh T. Carroll is serving with
tag U. S. Army itaCamp Leray, Johnson,
New -Ordeal-m*1,a.
Pat Beale, Edward Roberts, Betty
liart,Johnny pecock, Sandra Hamrick,
ommy Carraway, 1,octite. -Beile
30;Years Ago..
• 
Harrah Hodges, present assistant
coach at Southern Illinois University,
been named as basketball coach at
: . • State-Capilegeaaccording-te-'
0. Wrather, acting president, and -Roy
Stewart, athletic director.
Deaths reported include Mrs. aura
Cooper Littleton,- age 61.
Pvt. Oran- Hopkins, son .of . and
Mrs. Amos Hopkins, 42a-completed .
basic training at Fort_ Knox.
The Murray - Dark 'Fired Tobacco
Markel dosed Another-season today
with-a tend of 10,961,335 poendtabeinla-
40•Years Ago 
_ An estimated 5.000ata :1(1,0011.adeOPle__
were in Murray for the Fourth Monday
in March-day activities. The trading
--deg is at Third and Walnut Streets.
Mrs. -Leis Miller and Thomas J.
Hughes are opening a new subdivision
Co Murray on West Poplar Street from
12th to 14th 'Street. • .
_ Deaths reported this week include R. a
M. Peak, Oscar B. Shoemaker; ag_e.6a,_
Edd Sam Diuguid, age seven, Alfred'S. '
Nichols, Arthur. Fa. Morgan, age 30,
Thomas F Marc, age 59 and 'J. W. D.
Copley News Service





Hy The Associated Pre s;
• I -
a -_ Today is Saturday, April 1, the 91st
  _ aaai-ata , day of 1978. There are 274 days left in
WS:A
- • , CONSUMERS
By R. GREGORY NOK.E3 wag increases.
• ksioeisiegt W iter  
- :
  At best the administration-thinks-0.5
- -WASHING-TON 'CAP . Defeate,  aarafbeartanyartgajanerAae--ead
• devaluations, fOl3d•pricei; imported oil____.,,flationrate-each year,. which Would still
arida government that can't say no - all leave inflation at about 4 percent in
areSaid af otte tigan.paaanother to be the -1.31?3.: „
cau inflatidn. - • Poticy„ The coal industry contract
At the moment, food prices -are just ratified provides an example of
getting most- of athealwat, after an- - policy ronflicts. The contract provides
creasing 2.4 percent since the beginning fotapay and henefit_increases let_ aaala
of the year.-The decline in the vette of _ miners of 39 percent over the next three
the dollar is getting some of the blame, --a years--and is clearly inflationary, ad-,
too. • ministration officials say privatela. But
_ * • But the fact. is that all the ether they saw no alternative if the long
.eommonly cited causes contribute Jo strike' be ended.
A dilemma for the-government is that
--it sometimes must, or thinks it must,
• bow to demands or needs that add to
inflationary pressures. Such was the
rase with the, Carter-backed increase in
thedminiream wage from the . present
12,30 to $3:35 by 1981. The earliest settlers who came west
Efforts by farmers to • get higher used thenvers as their main forms of.
,ftvethcareated.
godarnment payments for ahelr croasaaatransportation. The Ohio River, along
another
 administration.  
major headache with the Tennessee and Cumberland




success of crops in othera countries
affects the price of iinported_fatilsa
Feed alona-taaly-tie a-Major cause-of-
a steak . upward spiral if medical
costs, the wage and price council said in
a report last week. Doctors' fees have
outpaced inflation by 80 percent since
1950, and medical care costs have in-'
. creased 1.6 percent so far this year.
- Today's-highlight in ateterY:•
Oa this date in 1939, thiallnantatatee
recognized the Franco govertneatlà
- Spein after the end the Spanish .Cbril
Vihr .
On this date: -
In 15711, Williamilarvead the lrhillish
physician who explained the circulation
of blood, was born,
In 1789, the U.S. House of
Representatives held its -first full
meeting, convening La New York City.
In 1918, --the Royal Air Force was
organliiid- in Britain. .
In 1937, Britain separated Burma
from India, making it a separate crown
colony.
d In 1945, in World War II, more than
1,400 ships • began e invasion of
Okinawa.
In 1964, Franc-oi4 Duvalier haa
himself installed as resident of Haiti
for life. . -
Ten years ago: U.S.. and South
Vietnamese forces launched a military
operation with 30,000 men to lift the
siege, of the U.S. Marine camp at Khe
Sanh that had been isolated for more
than two months.
Five years ago: Defense Secretary -
Elliot Richardson defended the con-
-tamed American bombing of Cambodia
as necessary to keep in power the anti-
C,otrimunist government of president
Lon Nol and to bring about a cease-fire,
as in Vietnam and Laos. -
One year ago: Defense Secretary
Harold Brown expressed doubt that any
new arms agree' arient would be reached
- • TodayaJTTiWt&ysdaltetaas71-,Debbie
Reynolds is 46. years old. Writer
William Manchester is 56.
Thought for today: For every minute -
you are angry,- you lose 60- seconds of _
happiness - Ralph Wald? Emerson,
American writer, 1803-1882.
Echoes From The Past By alai yalaUpio,
1.4 (olumn of historical and genealagirol
_ aneclioics. stories aria family notes.),.
rivers, were the scenes of many flat- The Harp brothjers .. 'eVe-ventually ices. ' , DF,FILI --sTL•NDING ,- -When -the- ---boat&--kraded-  -Families And became too ailiallaftit eveniateirtellow - --
- Government policy. Inflation is .gevernment spends_anore than it takes belongiegs, mo g from the eastern outlaws, who decided that the funnot the only consideration, , and some-, lap more money goes into circulation - states into K tucky. There were manyMorgan,. age 77.-__, Dorothy Scarborough Wayne Wi s ldcome to a stop: -Big Harp was
AUctrie Mae Coleman, Opal McCage4-,-.
' decisions are made in spite of, not. ,money that -eventually gets to the hazards to river travel, such as beheaded by some of his own gang and- Murray honored theKentucky High ,- consumer- and creates more demand, flooding, tricky undercurrents and half-
.
School Basketball Champions, the Juanita, Wynn, Virgie , Shoemaker; 
beciause_pf..,,thlir effect on inflation.
- Deficit spending. Higher goverra,,,.....which •in turn pushes up prices. submerged floating logs which cauk1 
his head impalecttern stake; the place
Sharpe High School team, with a dinner , Sylvia Dell Shoemaker, James Max . • where this was done is still knavement_spending puts more money into Charles • L. Schultze,. chairman of . cause these hardy pioneers -to lose'and theatre party at the Capitol on Grogan, and Harmon Smith are Circulatiori, whickipereases demand - President Carter's Council of Economic much travel taeneauld sometimes their 
Harp 
as "Harp's Head-Road." Little
managed to escape but was later ' aMarch 28. 
_ 
. • anembersef the cast of_the play, "When - . . ,,- and prices. , . Adveserse-er-aees-ahe, start of the lives as Well. • --a-
•
Overbeyallay. Roberts, and .-Ft-ozanne
Farris Are mernbere_of the cast of the
play, , "Boluid to-, Marry," to be
presented by th-e-raiinior - Class 'of
Murray High School on April 4. .,
The Murray Knights beat Hardin to
become champions of the Atomic
Valley Independent Basketball League.
-Ken Peterson got 21 and; Garrett
Besheata got 14 for . Murray for high
scorers. Miller was high with 16 and-
-Boggessmeat-witit-ta-for Hardin. --
sold with an average-at-0828 -per
hundred pounds reoorted.
Betty y#rtcey, Bob Trevathan, John
eltaaa,„Aitielnia-4041-and-e Jacki
Sharbrough, Ruth' Osborne, Willodean
Goodwin, Evelyn Franklin, Jean Smith,
- Mary Kathryn, Parker,. Ralph Morris,
Isaac Dowdy, Ralph Boyd, Cecil West,
Joe Rogers, Bob Wade, Maxine
and Fraticea Horton are members' of
the cast of the play, "Come Over To Our
4 laiiiiiitaato be presented April 1 and aby-
the seniors of Murray Training School .
the Little- ChapeLa
-
iti.-P-aducah-la-St-ivee-k. --- ----: - - -
eciarride-:-----the.....tipward price. spiral, which is
1-.- - showing signs_of getting worse.
Virginia Irvan, attended a sp
Washer was hit with 13 points for Inflation has 
been a problem for 
-
' - Kirksey as they beat Calvert City in the 
. Americans since 1958, . when ;prices 1.-:
finals of the Independent Basketball 
increased 4.7 percent. The worst year
Tournament h Id at Kirkse eh a ayes 
1974, whee prices epee 12.2 percent.
18, and 19,-- ---- _ i ere s n g
-J. C. Jones, son of -Mr. and Mrs. 
:nation; these-feet-Ors play a part:
-Lyman Jones, formerly-of Calloway 
-- Labor negotiations. As prices rise,
dCoithay, now of Marion, is business 
w kers ask more money- - -and that
Manager a -the -Colliti--1•TOVik „At-7
- Murray State College. - 
..
Richard Herndon, -Pauline Dund, .•
Eleven crippled children from - Sally Comes To Gown" to be presented
Calloway County Health. Nurs, Ciancord foreign money, irfuelets cost more, wanea-nd expensive social programs by feared hazard W navigation was a Spot
_pes_sed on in still higher
- 50 Years Ago-
waich was Colonel William Love, whose
tombstone In Livingston County reads,
"Ivly husband •William•Love, was killed
by the Harpea August 1799." •
caught and hung,. along with other- Devalatition. As the value of U.S.. prOblem to the Vietnam War era, when After they had paesed the trickyCalloway County, along with tae „ April 2 by the sophomore class at New • aji h - members of the gangcurrency. • 'drops in comparison yn, the tried tapayler both the rapids on the Upper Ohio, the neat most
About 1830 the cave. once.rnore was
whether they are finished goods or she-bet-rowing rather-than by-raising taxes. along the river known as Cave-In-Rock.- used as a tavern and hangout for
•-•
The Calloneya7Cpunty -Sessiotadeaa. Sarah Thorp.
Circuit Court/will open April 9 with aa The alehrtreeitriiiir rooming house
Judge Ira D. Smith presiding and with on North Langston Avenue was
John King as commonwealth attornea, destroyed by fire on- March 22. Twelve
Joe Ryan is serving as secretary of Murray State Collegestudents lost their
. the Murray Chamber of Commerce clothing, books, etc., in the fire.
wbichavas organized early in 1927. • - - -it a
.Matt Sparkman has been; electedas 
Ralph Churchill Hooca, Rac e .
nraw material of domestic products. • DEVALUATION - While the four-fold This place was just what the name desperados, this time being ru by-Mr.
More specifically:.
LABOR NEGOTIATIONS - Leper.
unions are demanding wage increases
averaging 8 percent a year because
prices have been iecreasing -6 parcent
and the enions feel eatitled to another 2
percent for gains in worker proaoc-
, tivity But then businessmen raise•
„dprices 6 percept because of the wage
increase in oil pries beginning in 1973
shot new venom ietaathe price. spiral,
the devaluations of the dollar early in
this decade precadeThigher etaffpeices •
as a major cause. , 4. •
The latest declines in the vaftE Of the
dollar have added as much as 0.7a.•
percent. to the. inflation rate this year,
Federal Reserve Chairman G. William
e
and Mrs-. Bill Potts„ whose son soonrocky
• bluffs along-the riyerait _was some became a membee in good standing of
feet -long and 80 feet wide, and 
200_ a
the gang. Before long,. his activities_high
enough on 'alde bluff to afford its oc-
cupants a view of the river for several
miles in both directions. Apparently, to
weary travelers the care appeared to
offer-, a" possible haven from the
elements and a chance to rest from
implies - a huge cave in th
Lucille liaavery, Margaret Schroeder,- ' , hikes. - Miller has estimated. river traveL 'Unfortunately they would
_ . _.
princapal of New -Concord High Schoel Sam Traaghber and W H Crowder -- The administration hopes to unwind Even this list is not a complete fied thatthe cave had long-been used as
- for' the next school yak:- - - - - - - --a---
, . . - are -- -- ,7-
1..ur.aceara arehe east at_iaa..play, eA th_e difficult wage price spiral by "'tier on the-causes of inflation. The the headwaters for river pirates and•. .
The 'Murray Business • and llTki's House," present *March 27- bye .-,a_a_ eafaith"ein aa business ed-labor_leaders severe winter weather is a factor in this__ murderers_
the Sec, and &Ulan Club at .Murray 
t . - . _' _ _, ' ' • ''.
Professional Womerat Club held an ' they should held down futur. e price and year's rising food costs while the Thisspot had been 1-chiinIMiie- -tiger'
open house at the new club room With. as early as 1740, when a FrenchmanState College. Oliver and Martha Bell - , ,,
_ _ May Williams, president, and Fay' hood p -ed as the children in the ' traveling the river, managed to escape
Wall, secretary, -greeting the , g 
od uction
uests.- • 1.--al - with his life andafived to put hii ex-a
O Deaths reported this weeiCinchide - r --- -- - .
_Mrs. Elizabeth Sills, age 54, George- Marriages announced this week
, Allen, age 81, infant Ray boy', infant include . Mary Louise Cox to 'Wilbert
- „Holcomb bey, George 'Morn, and Mr& _yak/HAW on March 21 -__ weer ,-
Letter To The Editor.
"Appreciate Help
Dear Editor:
As you know the C:alloway County
Red Cross is in the process of .con-
ducting its-annual fund drive. On behalf
of the more than 100 persons who have
been involved I, wish to thank the
O 
Ledger at Times-for its generous sup-
port. It is gratifying to know that you
not only-print the releases we send you,
but that you have encouraged ethers to
endorala Our campaiea thrceigh ̀ paid
advertising such as the large column on
"March 27, arid the- editorial printed at
the start of our campaign.'
It is always a Nearing experience _
for me personally to realize there-are so
many--people who cheertaila assume
the ' responsibility for keeping our
ituipter 4oing from year to year, and I
thank each and every one of them.,
More importantly, however, you and
• they should know that every child who
learns-in' .swim, every Person who -
s-- - Deceives a lifesaeitig First aid4reat-
ment, anasayas_atianded.,-seiiiCreiti-tilia
'-e-̀vefrVA3119t. thir -dttwehtiviii-.-0111.717:
receiVes increased benefits arallah
fled Cross add,_ and elfefy disaster
diets-m, wilLlao tharik you,
Sincerely
.tean IllaiOtckship. It& DIrgctor
Calloway County-, a • a
Red., tYosa Chapter '
• WRITE TO POLITICIANS
- As a service to our readers, The
_Murray Ledger Si Times
periodically publisheathe addressee
of the state and federal elected -
• representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL- -
Any senator or representative _
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
- Here-are the mailing addresses: .
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20.510 •
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
'State_ legislators may be reached
in Frinkfort when: the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to theni in care'
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankaart„,,, Ky. 4,0601. Home





Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S.13rd Street a
Murray, Ky. 42071
Low Down m 
L—
CongressionalFR9 Tiff





Cwls.•-t "...Mr. President, if we believe
in any kind-ofequal economic op-
portunaty for women, the biggest
employer _in the country is the Armed
Forees. They .employ over 2 million
people. The-limed Forces provide
excellent opportunities these days.
Women are being turned away,
qualified women. Women who are
aceepted, there is no question that the
, record shows,`have a better record of
intelligence, a better record of
education, and lessturnover. .Tlaa
improve the "quality of the Armed
Forces in all kinds of ways... ,
"I commend this. excellent 'editorial
to the attention of niy colleagues and
-ask unanimous consent-Ma- it . be-
printed in the Record." i Condensed
editorial (From the Washington Pose
follows: 
, WOMEN IN COMBAT
More eften than not, debates over the
Equal-Rights Amendment have bogged -
_ _gown ever the question 4. whether
rotate-1*am woaktforce the Pentagon t46--
-Ilse WatiM- itraritIbatallie-iletens --
--Depsrtinent lies now made a move
on Opt:Inds that have nothing to do-with
women's. right i that weak' pull Lta
rug out from under that argument-. It
hasa-asittid Congress to lift the bars
agelast. _the assignment of women to
combat-related jobs and to ships at sea •
Fealacing them with a law permitting
the secretary-of each armed service to
leciae where women should serve.,
..nless women can. be assigned to a
'duel) broader range ef_ military jobsm
the-aepartment says, it will be forced
•-ither tp leave slots in-the combat units
mfilled or fo fill them with less-
qualified men.' We, at least, would
vher haii-a-well-qualified women in a
'dace' combat job than an unqualified
.iian.'
It is a happy coincidence that -the
tagon has realized its own peactical
to open the jobs available to
en at the atune time the women in




Conia7ess ought to change the law as
the DeOmwDepartment has requested
- and without the slightest hestitation.
+++
"RUMP'S GRASS: - -
ROWS COMMENT
The Pentagon couldnlatare less who
Flatlarlhe enemy, as long as see win.
Theire'esataceittan rifilts connected will;
osnotion. The
contention. is Thatnanaifiti.
dannta be quallftett-fnr promotlba
unless , they are in a poaitiorr to ex-
allalence the riaka, and that means
eombat excierience.
Introduction into the




' caused him to take a hasty vacation to
parts unknown; he stayed away for a
reii 'years, then returned entirely ,
charged in appearance. He had also
managed to accumulate a good beat-
roll. Thinking to surprise his parents,
_he came back to the tavern one night
and proceeded-to flash his bankroll to -:
his unsuspecting father, who had failed_ _
to recognize him. Mr. Potts, not being -
one to pass up' -opportunity when it
knocks, immediately- knifed -the-a-
strahger. and relieved him of his money. _ -
The next day, one of the gang
aneMbefs-,-- who -had been in on theperiences- iii' print. In the late
4k Surprise, dropped in to inquire how theeighteenth and early nineteenth cena
parents had liked their son's surprise.allies; Cave-In-Rock was used as 
a, 
The anguishedparents hastily dug up
and House of Entertainment. This 
tavern. railed Wilson's Liquor Vault 
:the shallow grave. where they had put r____thetr latest victim; _his mother then
-house of entertainment" was actually 
recognized her son by means of a birth-
under 
hangout for gangs of outlaws, who,
mark. It was said-that this unhappythe direction .01Wilson, lured 
incident caused them to eve up theirunsuspecting travelers into the place in
order to rob and kill them. Wfibtr 
lifeof crime and drop out of the tavern aa-ad
-:,riverboat crews were disposed of in Oast 
business forever. • 
In the next column, we will go *withfashion, usually drawn in by the at- .•the history of ,Cave in Roe 'andtractionpf female companionship .and a -
good drink. Soon, its reputatiOn'a 
anier group efaresidents k as pread • . Ford's Gang.as far away as New Orleans and Pitt-
sbargh, and a bounty -was put on- Bible h Thought
Wilson, which proved his undoing. One- .
of his Own gang put an end to his life in • - "And Jesus answering' saint: paw
order to collect the reward. - - them, Have 'faith in Gpd.a, Mark '11122
Some years- latefa--- an ex_ _ The basic ingledient for succSti-it
living in e\fery. area of• life is faith inRevolutionary soldier by the name of
Mason again set up the cave as a tavern Ccd. St. Paul, says that faith omes
and hijack spot. - During, the years 
from the Word of God Howreludr
time do you spend with the Wei •between "occupancies," many river fa,- ' a •
pirates had,,, depended upon wrecks
along the river to supply them with
victims; Moon' soon refined the
technique so that these awrecka'
haepened to suit his own-schedule, and
Caae-In-Rock was again. in business.
It was about this time that two
brothers by the name of Big and Little
Harp'became associated with the cite.
They had several women' who traveled
with them who were used to lure un-
suapeeting victims to the cave, where
they would be robbed and kilted- These
men thoretighly .. etatared their, work,
addietaa -Qat , ern bet i sh me trtir sr:
disemboWeling their victims and _
loading their stomachs with rocks,---
after which they .simirthem in the river;
and riding a victim, naked and blind-
folded over the edge of the bluff. They
are said to have killed some 50 victims
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isn't. The destruction of them
' leaves big and little animals
homeless. Farmers can help
instead. Planting bushes in
row for fences is helpful. This
leaves the trees for birds aid
squirrels. These are their
homes. -Farmers can dock
fish in- thier ponds and*they
do not have a pond, they car,
make one. It makes. good
drinking water for cows, as
well as for wildlife.
Not trying to help can cause
animals to become extinct
There were millions of bisor
urish and Wildlife- Ifs Value To Me" was the theme
topic for Master ferry Broach during a recent Louisville
Courier Journal sponsored contest Young Broach isll
years old and attends the 6th grade at Florence Henstea---
tary School in Boone County, Kentucky. Jerry's work ear-
ned him the Boone County Conservation District
• ‘AchieVement Award." He is the son of Millie Broach of
-Florence, Kentucky and Mike Broach of Murray. Jerry is-
the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. William R. Van Meter of
before man killed them for
food and clothing. The bison
almost became extinct a long-
time ago. Now, there's a farm
where over the - winter they
can only keep 600 bison. 8y
carefully 'etching and
controlling there are now 90
bison over the limit, and they
can. be, sold.. These game_
farnwl*ep other animals for
them /to -breed and have
families.
The government can help.
They help by having hunting-
laws and by operating the.
farm like the' one just melt,
tioned. One law is hunters can
only- stsoot deer - from--einvrn-1.-
dusk. The reason for this is
because from dusk to dawn
the animals are 'feeding.
Another law is hunters can
enly -hunt on their own
property. They cannot hissit on
:any other property without a
hunting license and per.
-mission from the owner. One,,
more law is that hunters can.
Only shoot three or four deer-ht-
nne deer season. If a hunter
breaks these laws he or she-
away, be fined and put in jail.
Hunters.. can help the
government by obeying these_ _
litivS. Rut inosfof all, you and-I .-.7.1
can help wildlife arid fish or,.,
not harming the little animals
just for fun: by not polluting
the creeks and rivers and
• lakes; by making places for
-little animals to roam; and by
teedtrig -them.--- .
Another thing, do not litter!
That just makes it worse for
the animals, fish, you and me.
If little animals are bothering
your garden, don't kill -them.
.,.just put tin cans on-a string,
. and when the wind blows they'
will clang together and make --
a noise. This will cause the
__little animals to run off. So;
you don't have to kill
Murray and the great-grandson of Freida Brciach and animals. If squirrels live, •
Dolly Itclams, also of Murray. around yourhouse, feed them.,
--Feed birds and make bird
houses for birds. Do* much
--as you_can to help wildlife:WI
can, I bet you can too.
This is all important to me-
. because when I grow up I want
to be able to hunt and to show
my kids *hat a deer or an owl
look like and not have to just
show then) a picture in a book.
Besides, these animals give us
food, clothing and shelter one
way or another. Nature all
winks together to make this
so. If we mess with any part of
• it it messes op the whole thing.
It 'even messes up the whole




Better.on the long run.:Come see whki
From 2 to 140h.p. available
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—Concern Esteemed-Ow
Groups In VAIdlife Study
 -6awallimmesit
•-r
Season 118 Open April12
Miami Between The Lakes
GOWN POND, Ky.-The
1978 turke; hunting season
Will open in TVA's -Lend
Between The Lakes, April 12 -
and close Api_i113, in both
Kentucky \ and Tennessee.
Minting will be permitted
from sunrise to sunset, and
each hiinter may take one
-turkey gobbler with visible
beard per state.
A Land Between The Lakes -
turkey ' hunting permit is
required for - each hunter. _
These permits can-be-obtained
free-of charge by presenting
valid state hunting license at
an of the information-check
stations in Land Between The
Lakes or at Center Statiokin
the Environmental Educatien
Center.
Hunting is prohibited in the
Environmental Eduriaron
Center, campgrounds, lake
aeeess areas, other public use
areas, safety zones, and other
areas posted as closed.
Hunters are not required-to
check in, and only successful
hunters must check out. All
turkeys harvested must be
tagged at ttie north, southr.or„
centrafinformation stations.
Rifles, sidearms, and
crossbows are prohibited, as-__
are electronic calling devices.
'Hunters have taken 250
birds since the first hunt was
held under the management of
Land Between The Lakes in
1965. The single season record,
was 46 birds last year with •
1,346 Land Between The Lakes
-permits issued during the




contaet TVA, Land Betw,een
_The Lakes, Golden Pond, KY
42231, telephone 'Wildlife
.Section, 1502 924-5602.
Fish And Wildlife Management:
By Master Jerry -Broach
In this essay to
show why fish and wildlife
management is valuable to
 me. I will attempt to prove
that it should.also be valuable
-to you. And I vfill also show
ways that' the 'people, ban
help.
-People around - the world
hurt wildlife. For instance,
farmers hurt it. 'They burn
bushes and destroy trees.
• They think this is good but it• ,In announcing a study of that has traditionhfly served, ,..'hurnan attitudes and per- the nation's 20-million hunters
coptions about wildlife," the _ should be viewed as a dire
S.-Fisis Serviee---.-werningoi things to come - of
has .named a research over- _a ctiange in direction toward a
sight'conimittee of what It heavy interest in urban
called • -*leading- con- - ecology, It 4oes not bode
servationists" which Mandel- • well," McClure said, "when a• the National Association for-- • major policy' reviewpower is
the Advancement of Colored handed to people who have
People, the AFL-CIO, the literally no footing or interest. League of Women Voters, and in wildlife management or
the Humane Society of the who are either anti-gun or who
UnitedStates organizatttins are opposed to hunting."
with either anti-hunting or Crewe, an avid hunter and..„.-anti-gan stands -- according sportsman; said, "Hunters
to -Reports- From - need not even read between
Washington. the tines, to get --a very clear
Wilitarn}W: Crewe. deputy. message, from the Fish &
executive director of the . Wildlife press release. When
-Institute „ Forthey lid hunters lest behind ..Legislative - Action, said the birdwatchers and be ek• inclusionof groups in a federal peckers,' in a list -61 - what theywildlife advisory cornmitree call 'key wildlife interestwhich have "literally no groups,' something is amiss."
standing in the wildlife • The "public. attitudes"'
management community . survey announced by the
raises very grave questions • USF&WS'is an Ongoing project. over the direction .tle being conducted ..at Yale,Department of Interior is University by Dr Stephen
heading 't)ut of the nine Kellert and -is due tn beiregranizations named as completed June, 1979. Af-
praticipant§, only to liaire---tording to Lynn&Greanwalt,any real and direct connection 'director of the Fish & Wildlife
with hunters - the National -Service. the BiNdY fill•, Wildlife Federation and the serious information void."International -Association of The results of this .in-Fish & Wildlife Agencies." vesttgation will help to--. Also expressing concern- promote greater citizenover the. Department of the participation in the decision1 Interior announcement was U making (sic') process and inS. Sen. James A. McClure R- our future Owls to manageIdaho-) who said, This wildlife for the benefit of all
-.bizarre action by an agency Americans.'
''Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
— Hunting & Fishing Licenses
Carroll Tire Service
'andcan hal...e his licensetake
Crappie fishing is on the pick-up in the lakes area. This' stringer of 131 crappie were
brough back to Murray from Barkley Lake by Ricky Crouch (left), Joe Bill Fridy and Joe
Fridy (not pictured). Crappie are beginning to frequent the brush piles and ledges for
local fisherman. 411 thats needed is a few dozen minnows and a little bit of time to
produce a bun...h of crairple like those shown above.
Photo Courtesy of M And M Sporting
Izaak Walton Leggin *MS
By-Joe Palermo --
The Izaak Walton League of
America - Ft. Himan Chapter,
held their meeting March 23r4.
- at the Peoples Bank, 42th:id
' . Chestnut.- - Presidentr4ue--
2Palermo called the Rill at 8:00
p. m. Sheriff, Max Morris was
- called Upon to answer
questtons parts ining to
security in the Kentucky Lake
Development. His answer was
ivery informative and helpful
at wide range. Also,' Brian
Bullock from Wild Life gaveii
GOLDEN POND, KY. -
Wilderness Weekend, a
program which will blend
frontier lore. and survival
skills applicable in natural
areas, will be held in TVA's
•.11-and Between The 'Lakes,
_April 74:19211-1 _
Demo-nitrations aand
discussions led by Mein-hers of
The--American Mountain Men
will highlight the three-day
activity • that will be
lot-of answers for the groups
lo What, when and where, one
can hunt in the area. They
both - agreed to come back at
onr next regular meeting with,
more ..infortnation: --Anyone
interested in wildlife
preservation and to keep our
natural resources iihifits-a/so
interested in gun safety and
archery and self survival, call
any of the Izaak Walton
League -members or Joe
Palermo, president. Call 436-
2610 any evening. He' will
answer your questions and tell
_ you all about the league. We
want you as a Member! You
have a lot to gain. Be an Ike.
Join-today. The meeting was
adjourned at 8:44. m.
The week of Wei1151.6101R7
Izaak Walton --I,eagtR Of-
American is holding a meeting--
at the Peoples Bank, 12th and
Chestnut at '7:30 p. m.
Interested persons in con-
servation, wildlife, archery,
gun safety are invited to at-
tend. For more information
eall Joe Palermo at 436-2610.
'headquartered. oar :ist  in "Tolsonlitzu 
south of the
central information station at
 Golden Pond, Kentucky.
Warren "Hawk" Boughton,
eastern representative of the
American Mountain Men, will




preregister no later than noon.
Wednesday,' April 5.
Registration can be made by
contactieg_Center Station,
located in the Envfronmental
Education Center, telephone
(5021 9f4-5509, ;or by writing
Wilderness Weekend, TVA,.
Land Between The Lakes,
_golden Pond, KY 4224,
-A fee of $15.00 per par-
Tticipant will be charged. This'
weekend- is-limited to
30 participants, age 18 and
over.
- Birdhouses And Bird Feeders
• Birdhouses and bird-feeders
_broaden the assistance you
can offer wildlife and make
-;things easier for animals an,
more interesting for you the
observer.___,
A wooden birdhbuse is not
hard to build. Below are facts
you need, for .constructing'
houses for four different
birds: _ -
Yourlitate fish and- game
department should be a good,
source- of information about
the local birds. The library
may contain such helpful


















































































- Birds,-by Roger Peterson,
Birds of North America, byN
Robbins, Amin, and Zim.
Should birdhouse bnading.
be nut of the question, a gobd
-,project'rfor a class or club
...would...he An_give.,
nice martin house.
• • If there's a family-of-
squirrels in the area, it
• probably has a nest high in
tree. Make a wooden home for
them would not be too dif-
ficult. Take 'some old lumber
and cut four pieces each 20"
high and 10" wide. Nail the.
together. Put a 242" square
ch thehole inthe top Lund. A
box to a tree where a
, 20-to 36 feet -
above the otm.d.- Bind the'
box* to tree- with 'wire
cbveréd by Old hose (to avoid__
rring the trunk i.G.et some
help when you're ready to put
the box in the tree, and be
I careful so that you don't fall.
Bird feeders can be built, or
bought, in many different
shapes. Some are as simple as
a pine cone you stuff ivith a
peanut-butter mixture. You
vett- even uS discarded milk
Cartons or bleach bottles-. See
who in a free Ranger Rick
reprint available from the
• National Wildlife Federation
called' "Recycle for the Bird-
-ik"---The federation's- -heels,
GardcnIuig With Wildlife, is a
7-'-good sou1çce of information_
Once w /dart feeding birds
in winter, ie should continue



























































































































































Hey, listen! I've got this
four wheel drtetrseteand ;Mid' *
I want to know now is just
what kind of stuff I need to add
You-Lime/0 the stuff that.
really . helps.-,Could you h-e4i-
me out Maybe? .
Opinions are a lot like-
horse's jails and all horses
seem to have one qf them. For
what it's worth, here goes..i.
Over the course of the lsti
twenty years and probably ten
or twelve different -four wheel .;
drive rigs, we have reached..
some conclusions pn the
matter. Admittedly they are -
our own, and we have
previously confessed to being_
NtTly
flew Pallet • Cr
44ts
41•••ft
a birpectellar at times so you into the personalizing and
'can ireep-thar firing up tosuit his own taste*
Four wheel drives are one of
the "love" machines, similar
to vans, pickups, and a few
--car-S. Simply sdted what this
boils down to is the fact that
We're not, talking about ser-
vice and maintenance here-
rather accessories that _are
actually added after- the
vehicle is built and delivered
the average person who buys a to the owner.
• car will mostly lay it a Item one. Even now that
inaidred dollars or ill* in , Petreit has finally realized the
-money to add to the car and fact Oat most four. wheel
Improve it from the time It is dirve owners do not relish the
:new. Maybe a set of floor mats fact of owning something tried
and a CB radio. That's_abent -on the order of a Schwinn
it. ' bicycle, it is seldom that we
A "love" machine on the find a factory four wheel drive
other hand is onewhere the coming out ,with a set of good
owner is generally far ,more big tires and wheels on
likely to sink sometreen stuff We were among the first
- four • wheelers in this area to
s 
-same diStance from the-ttbe pocketbiolt rechargesinstall big tires and wheel 
many years ago-and quite 
'ground...all yefi'Ve- -done is itself. And promise to mention
honestly, we have stayed with 
give somebody the -happies" some of the many "lowbuck"
annssat___ the practice. Then, it was in the stepladder industry. Or goodies that can enhance your
-- difficult to find Much and we 
possibly opened yourself up four wheel dirve at a future Noted crappie fisherman Mason Thomas dropped by Murray Bait Thursday afternoon
'had to make -wheels for 
.  or a liability charge when • . --saa - with a full limit ofcrappie. Mason's creel included some 2 pounders that Were taken. 
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"If I haven't been camping
wherever I've visited, I dOn't
J., really feel that I've been
there," writes Julie Candler,
automotive editor of Woman's
Day magazine, in the kickoff
article of the Coleman
Camping Annual 1978, now on
sale atnewsstands. -
:This year's annual em-
phasizes family camping wi
tents, vans and -RVs
- eludes tips on kery,
'canoeing, back mg and
winter compi . Many of
ading outdoor
experts atke their ax
perie s and give
. •
Frankfert....A.Y.a., Fishing
on Kentucky's 15 major lakes
this. week continues to show
' _slow improvement, with
---''' unstable weather the primary
_...realen the angling-isn'abetter.
The lake-by-lake rundown,
according to the Kentucky
Department of Fish and
Wildlife-Resources: • -
Barren : White bass good on
:the uppee lake casting do-jigs
and still -fishing minnows at
the head of the lake; crappie
fair to good at the head of the
upper lake and Over creek
channels on the lower lake;
black bass fair on 'thi lower
lake jigging dollflies with-perk
rind over stump beds; clear to
murky to muddy, rising, 15
feet below summer pool and 54
deg.
Curnberlanet: White bass
fair on the upper lake on
spianers and do-jigs at the
heads of large tributaries;
black bass Slow on spinner
baits hi inlets and itays;
Item five. Brush guards and
_fropt end-protectors. If, when
you walk out the door .oryour
house; .headed.steward the
and yoer ftur-
whee drive 43 strikes you as
Mel so ant, 'Mead of
A!Rets. Setter add*
brush isiorer-T9Stas Old days
they stuck a four ineKaitrihel
iron. bumper about a foot and a
half in front of anything
perishable. -
Today, these pretty
bulldozer junfOr rigs hang it
right up there' in the combat
zone. You think brustssigards
are 'high? Wilfaiitll you see
what body shops chatrge now a
days! One thing for sure. You
accidentally tap something
while tooling around town and
you're a winner.
Rent six. Suspension kits
and rnodificiations. Well now!
The thing that r-tiostly_gets a
--four wheel drive stuck is when
the axle housing gets hung in
the ground or mud. YOu can
raise the boy up five feet
higher and leave the axles the
rig -Worse yet, maybe beg, Our- •
wheelers install big tires and -
_ wheels. -1Prankly, it is our
- contention that some overdo
- the Matter. And part of the
horrible gas mileage figures
4101:414 four wheelers _quote is
simply due to mismatching
the drivetrain and the tire
size. It can be a good thing for
your four wheeler IF done
correctly and matched to the
vehicle.
Item two. For those of you
who may be inclined toward
playing_ vigorously *OS your,
four wheel drive we adlmit to
being seine on-oecksion)
put a good strong roll bar or
roll cage at the head of your
list. It just relight save your
Life some day; and it makes a-
good place to put some other
Item three. A CB radio is a
nice feature-to-have on, a car.
Change that to read
F-SSENTIAL feature off a four
wheel dirve. By all means if
you do any offroad travel
another-f-our
wheel drive is not along).
tern four, Aux ..
stuff besides looking geod.
ters
The Ste
LAFAYETTE; La.-If Ray' !lament stars will compete for
Scott of the Bass Anglers the first time 'on the
es. s;_te, scAtcotthaf• according toSportsman
ntheSoc197ieilt)13- -.44' 7.
Champs Tournament would be "Win tlimf ,-Alebaf-alsYs stay
;held in akiaaiena," where_ wet and-wild, or will it be
-vr6tildanglers kneviguessiedgtheeab""11--location to- 
dredged.
question that eoneerns en-
drained is a
-
- The odds are most would 
vironasentalists- and sport-
pick,.  Bend Reservoir, 
smen," said Scott "Many-
poundment on the Louisiana- fight to perpetuate the Basin's
organizations have carried the_ _-lhe giant 'man-made i - j
-other- conservation
Teas bsfrder. In bassin' historic functions of flood
• the,, nig issns is an-' control, fish and- wildlife and,
be?
n lly selected as one of the recreation. Hopefully, bass
cginetrys_lsessitSisais laiessr a anglers can lend their support _
natural spot for a major - ataa critical time - in the .
professional tournament. _ ._ straggle to gel Congress to
The .130,000 B. A,.. s. S. , authorize the 1.J. S. _Limy
creast which the Mississippi
River levees. and other,
_floodways could ,not contaio!
In 1973, during the worst fldod
in 50 years, it was used as the
safety valve for the first time.
This Is one- -of the Last
ref wgessso_fs ti -endangered
bald eagle, as well aS
tering grounds for thousands
of migratory .birds; fertile_
lisairsg.grounds for both sport
and comrnereiaT liiherma-ra
and the unique land of
Louisiana's Acadian cture.,
The adjectives "wet and wild"-
are most often heard., -An
erntaltolog'rt, 1,.
reportedly identifie&atiMary-
bill woodpecker in this.
Champs Tournament - tbs -0:ins of Engineerslib-pdf ent a
u e fined- control- I' 1 f 13 Fi hin P rPos
auggeAions on how to get the. lighting-.4 fourwheelers do
Most our of family camping not use them -mach but Many
adventures. - them beeose. they look
A lot of outdoor imowledge great. For,. resuce work, or
packed in the WO pages of the nighttime foarwheeling I--
publication to make a good strongly recommend the .1
reading that will prepare Here again, get the Welts and
fainiles . for the camping mags out and find out what it
se that is about to begin, is all about before _buying. If
you don't plan to use ;them,
Coleman Camping Annual-J.-the ,ten dollar variety looks
LIU is on sale at newsStatitta fine'. When really needed, a
unitl the end of April. After good set of offroad, lights is
that date it will be available worth is weight in quarters.
by_aending $1 .: Coleman Most four wheelers dr-) a
Camping Annual, P. O. Box perfectly terrible job wiring
1466, Maple Plain, Minnesota them up and selecting the
55348. proper- kind_ of lights. 
crappieslow Q11 the upper lake
over, drift piles in inlets and
bays and by jigging minnews,
in weed beds and brush on the
lower- lake; :in headwaters,
white bass fair on the South
Foek and Slow on Main
Cumberland' 'and Laurel
River; -in tailwaters, crappie
and sauger slow; clear to
murky t6 muddy, rising, nine
feet below the timberline and
42 deg. •
Dale Hollow: Black bass
fair on spinner baits off deep
banks and ponds; white bass
'fair-on- spinners and dollflies
-at the heads of large
tributaries; clear to murky,
stable, 24 feet below supaner
pool and 50 deg. ---,-
Laurel: Trout good on
cheese: corn and worms off
points and in inlets; clear to
murky stable, threefeet beleyse
power pool and 49 deg
Nolin: Crappie fair around
stick ups in the upper section;
black bass slawsligging
641 Super Shell
Hwy. 641 South 753-9131
Your WHO Headquarters
brains himself on the roctir
[newt the
eskfrinoglit aetlwat.c,t2arge to'
As you can tell, we are n4
gun g ho on--suspeasiaia kits_ -
hatter shocks, load matched'
springs,seifirw propett embinay bars.. yes.
aatu_better visibility go hunt.
u a
Item seven. A.winch. This is
the number one all time
perennial favorite of the
.campfire discussion items
Most four, wheelers do net
have them. Most would if they
were not so expensive. A half
grand is something to think
about. If yea have one,
Popularity is aiiiired since all
your buddies will gladly give
you the opportunity to assit
them when they get stucky.
About all i wrecker amounts
- to is-a- -winch aod pessihly
Soineolie --whe- knows how to
lane it. Your four wheel drive
can go almost anywhere. If
that almost b.ugs' you...by all
means,get a winch.
__We've barely scratched the,
surface but we will hash while
Pro Bow o ass s
)will be fislied on April 26,22,2a, 'and management plan for' the-
1928 in Louisiana • eaott' Basin," explained the BASS ,
revealed _today, but the organization president.
_location is not a household Scott pointed out that the B.
word - yet to bass anglers. - S. S, Champs Tournament
is *conduc ed as gi special'After folks see the renults
of the tournament, there'll be conseevition effort te improve
a lot of -interest 'bass bass fishing and to supporahe
fishermen in. the future of noh-prof it Bass Research
Ate h a f - F Ra el rrswk sFoundation.
litedicted-fseetts who is head of 'There werespany locations
the country's largest fishing considered for this year's
organization, 270,000
SCIclotamt,psr-r6buturneaktmeenlientc bassmember soqietY headquar-
fishing is not always the onlytered in Montgoniery, Ala.
The "Fut*rer' of tlie vast ,criterion for selecting a-majer
basin-swanip is the reason the 13ASgtournament site.
country's _-(top BASS tour- The Atchafalaya Basin liei
in the so ern heartland of
iseui.si a, and consists' of the.-
D lain of the Atchafalaya
ea. That. river begins near
the small,town of Simmesport.
and ends less than a hundred
miles south when it flows pass
the town, Of Morgan city and on
into the Gulf. ,dollflies with pork rind in samm 
Tmlan744-4efil• - The Basin 17-miles widelower lake tributaries; clear Barkley: .Cirappie sloe Over at some poinQ'S and is a--to murky to muddy, rising, 11 . aratadiii; in 'tailWatsirs, corridor flanked by leveesfeet below summer peel and 50 murity tor
 
aught which the _
twainaa--ethers- -have-- been
skeptical. Vbe. ivory-bill is
generally reported as "ex-
tinct," and supporters of the
gasin fear the Atchafalaya is
also on the edge of extinction..
There are five known nests'of
bald eagles, the endangered
national symbol.
- Of the two plans - being
consideced fqrlhe Basin,. the





t -National-- --Wildlife and_- in. fad; will be self-
__ederation. and state and defeating. • -
federal wildlife agencies, have Some land "-in the -lower
supported the -Multi -Purpose - -Basin is publicly owned, but
• for "tfie-- Atchafalaya most of it is in private hands.
Basin. That plan culls for the Mapsy of those private owners
building of special structures . support the "center channel"'
-along the._Eliass .center -plan of the Corps to be used.
-Channel in orderthatihe-flows----11011litilt_uNeirde
Basin's 
siwnaster. .1.3,aenkcloistiter -into the Process of filling in and drying
floons out the floodway, and opening
could be regultifeelf seeks the gate for land development. -
rot-tile- plirchase-ef-easements if that ocriirs, it would be
in the Basin to prevent un- unlikely that-the-Atchafalaya
-desirable developments, and Basin Floodway would -ever
besuscreadvcfohr. flood-control
which
'The .r1.Z.some.-- is now hal/44144_4...AP agn if i.C_V.ttt
the draining and clearing again 
 will distroy the Basin purposes. And, if that hap-
-
hardwooat/
look at a multi-purpose plan swampland . in ibis -en
--due to public pressuristremilLeediets. thess.kiipperting
1927, the Corps has been at- aUfaiiryatioa -
tempting to implement the predicts . the supporting
...Single-ft......insose Plan to widen conservationgroups.
the river's present center (For more information on
_Channel form its 69,000 square the Atrhafalay Basin's future,
feet to 100,000 square feet. ha.aeontact: Mrs. Sandra S.'
other words, build .a, bigg4a„nompson, • Department of
ditch. Experts have testified*__Cultute, Recreation' and •
that such a plan will not be Tourism, Dept._ BASS, P. 0.
successful in' the long run in Bex 44361, Baton Roughe
reducing in the Basin, 70804.)
I• Herrington: Ma& bass fair sal-tuner poolabd4derg: a:1year mod waters from the.:__Students of Murray Middle School are attending a Hunter Safety Mil Casaservationcasting spinner bias and still
fishing rtightCrawlers at the
heads of inlets and bays; clear
to murky to muddy, stable,
five feet below summer pool
and 44 deg.
Buckhorn: Black bass slow
jigging nightcrawlers in inlets
and bays; in tailwaters
catfish and trout slow to fair,
muddy, falling, 15 feet below
summer pool and 50 deg.
--Rough River: Crappie stow
around stick ups; in
tailwaters, trout good:- murky
to muddy, falling, live feet
below Surnmeel _pool and 48
deg. _
_ Kentucky: Crappie slow
over submerged cover drop-
offs; in tailwaters, 'catfish
slow; murky to muddy, ri$ag
four feet, •ffalow.
rising slowly, tour ifeet b 1014 "ince 1927, has planned to
Fishtrap,:" no activity; In Miasissippi River when
crappie slow: Murky te-ibe used as a floodway, a safety
tailwaters, trout to good: peCestary„ It was designed to
muddy, stable, 32 feet below 'valve to protect Baton Rouge
eurnmer pool and 53 deg. soonala-erese-Qpieans from Mood
Cave -Run: .No activity.
clear to rnuri0/14) muddy.
stable, five feeVabove sum-
mer pootand 48 deg. ,
Dewey: No --•ctIvit,.
muddy, stable, five feet below
summer pool and 47 deg.
Grayion: No activity:
murky to muddy, rising, four
feet below summer pool and 45
deg.
Green: .Crappie lair around.
.st ups en the upper section.
miIrky to muddy: --falling; 1: s
feet below stunmer pool and 41'
'deg.- -
•_ a a •••wirtiregioimi•••••••••••- miempairoba•••Ata
. d , _, _
a r --.... •- • • . , I•
Murray Home & Auto I
U
























2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, 10.1
Days 753-7404
- Nights 753-2486
We Apprersote Your Bus)r)ps%
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ar.
MOT it TIMI - Ted helm*, ad 4,16 heed hat ihe ariellee
awry Ohm to the 'date. The '11toicepped **seem molt 1. 14.7 witha 466111 swamp 141k
Brahma
Cincrs JohnnyBencit Joe filor
ell As Reds-Wiit
• • • ••
1148121212191.0114 aroluid." said Bench. -It was had. been shaky 'most-et-the- nenntiTyridn_3:-.
MIla BftANDON in the fieSt gaffe- Mten on a 3-1 tWe-Olit -ant two on- when -a-- .q)--aza-never hesiUted and
Ledger ‘ Tim" spans Editor pitch with a .runner on third harm less pop fly was hit on before --Senceibaugh knew
Murray State's baseball ti nd 
two out, catcher Ted Poe , the infield and shortstop Mike-,--.-whiit happen,ed, the 'Breds
team. is a real knockout. . laced ,a two-run homer over Calicctuo moved under 
the were down 1-0. The next play
' the fence iwrightcenter to end ball. Then the ball moved . . • should have ended the inning
-'11 ralinpyehaps one,, of the the 
game-and give the 'Breds right. out of the glove .of as Senciba ugh caught a
strangest and most interesti an ng 8-6 win. 
. cabcch10,and a run scored on grounder 'and headed toward
Thdoubleheaders ever played at 
• ..
e second gatne, won 3-2 the error. Then Barry Blum the bag to make the play at
Reagan Field, the Thorough- by Murray, was the real 
gave Brown a.2-1 lead with a second- himself. But halfway
toward the bag, Sencibaugh ,
changed his mind and flipped
an uhder-handed toss over AI -
Luigs' head: That allowed
another, run to score then
Larry Carbone drilled a two-
run single and it was 4-0. Laiso-21).•
- „;,..2-Aleltparts Weber' ' _ just 'a matter' of some bad spring but pitched three in- -Carlton Fisk snapped a tie
. „,johrins . Bench - and Joe habits I had gotteninto, and nings of one-hit baseball -to „with an eighth-liming homer s
*organ are alive and well down here -hive time to earilIM-viclorY- - --- . as the Bosto Red Sox beat-the T
alter alit_ Which probably work them oat..Oneday does. "I've been walking the first' Montreal Expose-3.1.. ' s infi
titans baliesiefor Natinar not a spring make." - --- - gosti-f- faced and it's been - -The °wand
. Ars- erupted _
14.1M_ Pitciers  
to 13tit-orie day like that from
jtefore eitabition Spafftf -Andersen a, --Much
game with the Chicago-White happier manager. After all, --
x, Morgan had only three Bench is 30 and has caught 100
hits in 35 -at-bats for a, .006 games or more for 10 con- .
:pring average while Bench secutiveSasons - a National
was a sickly 2-26-.062. League record - while second
Together the'. boasted four baseman \ organ is 34 and
Rost Valuable • Players coming off, his lowest batttng -
awaiçls and a cornt)inedi .082 average (.288 in six years
average.- _ with the Reds.
"It was." said Bench, "an "If yOu can hit, you can hit.
tigly . spring, most ern- If you can field, you can field.
barrassirig. A sick bat is what I cose..0 both,'" -said Morgan.'
had. but. I wasn't realty ''I'm-seeing the ball batter,
Worried.** Swinging better and snapping
An):- worries anybody else the bat. And when you do that,
had ended Fnday. Bench everything falls in place. I was -
drove in thi24--„nins with a never worried. You writers -
strigle, double add-'homer were making like- Rick
While Morgan had three ',Auerbach was kiftline'te :lake
singles and an RBI as the' -my place.-
 r Reds posted- -a- 5-3- ..The -Reds also got 10*
Vieth/D. flight - performance _from
"I felt it •- would all- come reliever 'Doug Capille, who
Racer Ten .T_e,am
over Brown University --
kaockout:breds came up with a sweep
Gary Tubridy, a 6-4
Friday% rightcenter, was rolling along
The first knoCkinst came in with a good performance and
the last of the seventh- inning was trailing 1-0 with one in
the fourth. And with -1 wo
swings of the bat,There were
two out, pitchers that is.
Tubridy was creamed by a
vicious line drive off the bat of
Murray's Greg ,Tooley and for
about 15 minates,„Tubridy Was
down and out on the mound.
His mouth was rii*ed open by
the pitch and he v.kas taken to
hospital where he rec-eived
tches. For the record
ng me erazy,"-- said' Ibr _six runs in the -tour*. righ
Rend and Morgan mares ..Capilla, who needed Dais, 32-1•Wninn-' including aitry \had
-4Stches to retire 11 batters. irhoo;issan--,s
“ility wife said I wasn't cotr____and___tiefeated the _seattle the- box
eentrating enough on the first Mariners 9-7. • batik an
litter." -Larry Herndon and Terry only-- problem was, the ball
/he Murray State tennis team made it MO* a row as they
- -win 5.4 over host Indiana State Friday; "‘
The Racers, 6-4 on the season, won7-2 it Eastern Kentucky
Thursday night.
At ntanber one in the-singles, Regina Felix continued his
fine play with a 6-2, 6-3 win over Jim Burnett whlle at two,
Chris Leopmittesn in split sets over Mike Weiaci4406, 6-4 and
6-1.
In the rest of the singles, Roger Berthiatime 6-1, 6-3 at
three over Greg Griffy ; Jan Soegaard lost 34 44 at four
to Tom Csipkay; Jeff Leeper lost, 34 6-7 '4-5 in
tiebreaker) at five to Jim Capulo and at six, Torn Lie wdn 64,
6-2 over Billyi3risco. 
- At age 32. Without a victory'•
baubles play found Lie-Felix winning two and four at men- - • 
in five years on the pr6
tour, Wally. Armstrong feeL4
ber one while the Racers lost the other-two in split sets. At •
tars, Leeper-Leonard fell 44, 8-3 and 34. to Welsch-Briseee------4ebreakthrough. .
is on the verge of- a
while at three, Soegaard and Mike Costigan lost 24, 6-3 and 6-
singls,op the middle.
Murray tied it as
Doran Perdue blasted a bases-
loaded drive far into center far
a sacrifice fly-
4.
will 'host Brown to _a 2:30- p.m
single game Sunday before

















third as Courtney reached on eb \\Ar













Still, the craziness wasn't aim" ,,
Tooley swung-at a _ pitch and Brown added another run in sencthlwa"' 
f 4-I.• 
Ma 41 ho
 4 0 0
-over. In the last of the sixttr,
was struck on Lie:hand and 'the second to go ahead 5-0 as a rsorilm-dhley-ii 
-c,..--" -,- .3 0 .1
3 0 o
had to be removed 'from -the wild pitch scored the run..But c,.......,waamel 
s‘ 
3 1 1
Brown decided to play give- Fare;17.k 
4\ - 2, 1V •
therhbeasel3srbedsut failed 'ton score. It d second. Six walks and an RBI Milo- 
.t..,. - 3s r 1
awey in the Murray half of tht-Ilrisewt,....
.,..se .0 6
sefillvaenilytherldtdas catniithecehilaostwofalkthz
five runs to tie the game. Then "nig- 
oise-o- 44-atriple by Courtney produced -6""ft---
and was sacrificed to second Murray went up 6-5 in the 
oin 7 2 04-2
on a bunt by Danny Teel. Al
P'" -with a hard smash into double by l'hreatt.  od single.
beat „i„ttebi. lencenter for the RBI single. Buechel Pitched shutcnithailliV4b-  3 (1'
Tffruce -pearlso:- never opened 1)3c eYes---frOrA inrung unbTtwO iP
00
turn. tabin-Courtney tatirr rounded trst," cid Ihe seventh then—Ab"11111.Asama.,,, r- I
a grounder back at 
 , - 3
Pearson fielded -the• 
quipped admist- --a-- dugaat„---7-jabit_ King blasted a sali)--,,Imivaaita-fti„ „,3
celebration. • — homer-to-right and tied the Twill 27 2
threw to first. The "_With the exception of the • game.
. Elsewhere: Whitfield each collected two neatly took Pear-son's right
-Eddie Murray's two-run singles and a triple while Mike arm off and after he made the
double helped the .Baltimore Ivie had two singles and a play, he too had to leave the
Orioles nip Kansas City double as the- San Pranciato . game.
Royals 3-2 and Jay Johnstone Giants edged the Milwaukee Actually, hrst knockout
Phija&kili*Y-Brewers 8-7. -drzewit:inh
gle and double '-Gary' Matthews' RBI when Tony Threatt of the
.at"the seco game came
as the Philbes downed the single in the third inning gave • 'Breds suppliel southpaw
Nei York Mets 3-1. . the Atlanta Braves a 211 Doyle-Miller a lt lead with a
pair of runs in the St. Louis farm club of the International last of the secondinning. -
Cardinals' 3-1 triumph over League and the opening game Miller was also'. hit by a
the Detroit Tigers and Richie of the Freeviay_Series tietween, grounder in the third inning
Zisk's tie-breaking homer in Los Angeles andcalifornia in but he shook it off and stayed
the seventh nyung paced the Dodger -Stadium was rainett on the hill the rest of the way.
Texas Rangers to a 7-5 victerY----out-With the Angels leading 5-0‘1 Things continued crazy as in
over the Houston Astros. 'jig the fourth inning. the tap of the fifth, there were
Lar v . „singled-- ---- - - - -
home the winning run with two
out in the bottom of the ninth
te give the Cleveland Indiana
64 victory over the Chica
Cubs and rookie Chuck Bak
homered, onlhis second hit
the spring, as the San Diego




7(3-6 tiebreaker) to Csipkay-Capulo. •
Murray will be at Southeast Missouri and will play in a





• Murray, Ky. 420/1
502-753-9909
Dr. *yea LI Mocha
What Is Obirepractie?
Chiropractic is the art and science of nattiral healing
through spinal manipulation and specific
musculoskeletal and neuronal technics. It is a preven-
tative and cOrrective Procedure of health care.
Through natural means chiropractic can '*op or slow
down acute or -chronic conditions working with the
body's -own recuperative powers to heal. Chiropractic
does not we druga or surgeey to accomplish this. Those
cases needing specific medical attention arw geferred--7
to medical specialists. Drug therapy is oboe riimmteek 
In We saving or emergency situetiona, 'however, tt
meay times will only cover up-symptems while the cola,
dition continues to grow and reoccur. Cliropractic
does not cover up symptoms...instead it dealt with the
cause of the problem. listed below are just a few of the
types of problems that are often of a chiropractic






Chiropractic often helps when other methods fail.
Chiropractic gets 111111t3 and works with nature's
governing healing laws. Workmen's compensation and
most major insurance .companies cover chirop9ictic
care
•
By BOB CvlitEN ,
AP Golf Writer
GREENSBORO, NC.(AP)
"I have a chance to becothe
a serious ceatender," he said •
after a two-under-par 70 gave
him to a tie with Argentina's
Fiorentino Molina in Friday's
-.mond round of the' $240,0007
Greater Greensboro Open. .
."I'vebeen, in contention„ _in
,Position to win, many times,"
Ate said. "My game just hasn't
- fallen in place." -
A major -change in his
swing, in his entire game, a
.couple of years„_a_go .now is
ready to pay 'dividends.
Armstrong said. `7-*
"I feel I'm on t ight track
he said, e
..the word right. ' 'm just
getting my game in pe to
be able to compete in top
20 or 25 each week, and at's
what you have to do out re."
He said that a story ad
about the legendary Ben
Hogan helped him gre
"I'm almost 33 and I was
--wondering if maybe I was
over the bill. But I rea that
Hogan'Lgreatest year Jame
Witetile was It gals me a
kind its •sTifirk. I've d cated
myself to becoming. a player
who is able to compete."
Moline, the . first-round,
pacesetter, shot a 71 in the
warrii, sunny weather' and
shared the lead at 137, seven-
under-par after two trips over
Ft:welt_
Oaks Country Club course:
"All my second stioieVat
commercial," Molina_ said in
disgust. "No go tat-flag2gefor
green,"
Jack Renner, a 21-year-old
rookie, moved within a stroke
of-the leaders at 138 with the
best round of the day, a 67 that









ball is &reedy gone, we,
dramatics so here it is(
sailing toward deep r1/4011 and
homer to win tlytirsi gams for
Oti/riot o grant picture and the
you'd like to see some
Poe watches as the boll goes
n over the fewewior a two-nin
'Id...
PEICIPTION TEST - Try this ese: Did Greg 111•41' kft the
bell, du it Mt him m Sid he his op ea Dle 'whit The answer:
Tooley mat *nook it Latin, is Ow Tookni eels kit by
• pitch me the heed mid tett,fer the tes.'
4:standing game and had great. _groamotit set the stage foi.* 0880 63.31).





t  3 0 1
  .- .2 0 0
and after stealing second, Fdlwa ”----,  2 0 1 
2 0 0
' "Miller threw an out- went to third on Threatt's 
3 0 o
2 1 1
1  1 ii
Callochiaes. 2 1 0--breaking pitches were el- homer. ,,- niek  2 • 1:
cellent. And we really.. had Buechel . gave. up -- three rows- 20 31
IOC 020 0 SIR
010 010 1 34-3some timely hitting today by earned runs and farmed eight •Br°36,1,717
Poe and rings and of-course, batters While walking five. In " 
Threatt's homerun got Os out the nightcap, Miller didn't
in front in the second one. And give up an earned run and:
when we had to have the run to fanned seven while showing
tie the last game, Doran . brilliant control by not
Perdue delivered that big walking anyone:
sacrifice fly," Reagan added- "Our pitchers are really in
In the opener, the 'Breds
showing. Buechel must have
good shape and „I Ihihk it's
tiraorCititinpelay,s44,17;„!si_71:611;4.thrown 140 pitches and Miller.
terrible. , • must have thrown 125 and but
chfSouppuoilIntoerie waltkiedghttheanildire4
and that's commendable to
'both were strong at the end
two-men * faced in the game there because they're the ones
when things- took a tUrri who have to stay in shape,"
PAfeterl_ The 'Breds are now 14-7 onone 
toward 
was
 thoeu t ridiculous.   
Brown's 
Reagan said.
Reilly lofted ri pop toward .the seastas and will play two at
short. Murray shortstop Stev_tWestern Kentucky today then
'•'Serrettlingio--weat out -on the -
shallow outfield §rass and,
made the catch and- started
7:- running the ball in toward the
The runner on third tagged
Exhibition
Baseball
By The Associated Press
Friday'kparnes
Boston 6, Montreal 3 ,
_„ Cincinnati 5, Clara& 3
' Sitlanti 2, Richmiand (II.) 1
4an Francisto6,1ftwautree
7 ,
Oakland 9, Seattle 7
Baltimore 3, Kansas QV. 2
Philadelphia 3, New York-
Texas 7, Hou.sion 5
St. Lows 3, Detroit 1
Cleveland 6, Chicago (N)6 •
San Diego 5, Minnesota 3
California at Los Angel
ppd., rain
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sishealows , who Moo oat
received their beaseATIlswed
copy el The Morroy, Leer* it
Thum by 530 p.a. SWIM,
fridwy or lry 330 p. ea Soh"
drys are mooed to 753.1914. '
betweee 5:110 p. am. met 11 p.m..
Moodwp-Friday, at 3120 p.m.
sad I p. kwardays, se lawn
delivery a( ?be isewspoper6 Cells
west be pieced by 6 pm. peek.




Dr. John Miktd— cik
Rev. Robert Farless
Dr. Gil Mathis











































wur elks. Permanently On
Friday, March 31, 1978
at 4:00
Inquires After That Date
Should Directedlo
dropped pop up, we played In the Murray seventh, =rf




or I. M. Simon & Co.
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 3 1 0
 4 0 0
  3 0 .1
  3 0 0
 3 1 1
  4
.. 3 ;\
 3 1 1
3 1. 2
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• 3 0 0
0
„;.s. -3 -0.
 $ 0 1
11--
 3 1 2
4 4
V 2 4 -
ab r h
 3 0 1
2 0 0
 2 0 1
  1 0 i
 3 0 0
 i 1 1_
1 1
- 2 1 0
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Blue at Gold Clippings
By AtliVe Brandon
_
/ After a rather so-so first day of spring football practice
' Thursday, the Murray State Racers had a rugged and rather
ill1Presltvvio.ritott Friday, 
it was a better day today and. we-saw a lot of im-
provement in a lot of areas," Racer head coach Mike Gott-
fried said.
We increased the tempo of the play a little bit more. We
had some good quarterback-play from Mike Dickens and our
option game looked better. Lindsey Hudspeth,. Danny John-
son and Austin Perine all had nice days at tailback.
"In the offensive line, tackle Cecil Wolbertanliad a fairly
good day of blocking and as far as the offensive side of the
ball, we had fewer errors but we still have a lot of room for
improvement.
"We're trying to give them a lot of plays lathe first four or _
five days and:give them everything then.eome. back and work.
on . - •
"Defensively, Chtrck Marquess had a good day at tackle. .
It's the first time he's practiced as he's coming back off a
knee Miley from last year and he did a pretty good job. -
"I was very pleased with our linebacking corps. They did a
good job on their drops, coverage and run support. I felt
Steve Maxwell, Bobby Craig, Mike Basiak and David Reagan
all lpoked good," Gottfried added.
The Racers will practice at _l_p___rajtoday at the practice
field,-located west of Stewart Ste/Darn. Monday's practice
will be at 3 p. m. and Tuesday will be an off-day and-the
players will work on the weight program.














(Specials Good Monday Thru Thursday)
Fresh Fried \
'Chicken Dinner-





Including Salad, Potato& Bread
Opening Soon '
For Breakfast &






WitiiiING-PRA- (TICE - David Ruzick, who played se wsI fir AISU last year at guartartack,
was out at spring practice Fridaywith his tw• dapshters, thres-yetar•old Michelle and le-month-
old Catherine. Balkh is awaiting the NFL draft and ir dir considering several offers from
Canada.
Staff Photo by Milo Broods.)
FOIST-PLACE TEAM - The champion in the Magic In Bowling League was the Dennison-Hunt
tem...froin left to right are Sondra Rice, Lula Dell Roberts, Decie Beale and Bonnie Moliundro.




By The Associated Press was their lOth straight at 
off the game's last 18 points -
 Ignorance was, indeed, bilge URIC,
for 011ie Johnson.
The 6-foot-6 forward for the
Atlanta Hawks calmly
-stepped-to-the free throw line
with two seconds to play in
overtime Friday.. night - and
missed a shot.
Undaunted and apparently
_ .unpertarbed,..L1N made his
second and with it We
Hawks climaxed a comeback
from a 17-poidt deficit in the
2-W0nd-half and beaf the
visiting Philadelphia 76ers•
- 111-110.
What Johnson didn't know
-*as that-be -had_ two shots
work with. "I thought it was 
three to make two," he said.
"If I had known it was only
_two shots, I would really have
felt the pressure. I was




that matter, too, forcing
Julius Erving to take, and
miss, a 15-footer at the buzzer.
-He backed him right to the
hay.Pline," Atlanta Coach
-Hubie BrQWT1 said, "and when
ing caught tiarballhe_wasi_
behind the backboard: If 011ie
hadn't &stied -him out he
would have-had a &Mk on the
inbounds pass."
In the rest of the-Natianal
--Basketball Association, it was
San -Antonio 120, Boston 117;
New Jersey 122, Milwaukee
-114; Golden' SfatellI,-Indiana
103; Portland 103, Vas Angeles
--.•-rleveland 102,
Washington 101; Chicago 117,
Detroit 107; New York 117,
New Orleans 116; Phoenia 136,
_Kansas City In. and Seattle 
111, Denver 109. •
The victory for the Hawks,
fighting for a playoff berth,
oi•r.
SPECIAL AWARDS - The special awards for the, Magic Tri Bowling Lemgee were given out this
week. From left to right are Debbie Griffin who was the most improved bowler, Lois Smith who
had the highasf arierage and Haim Pittenger who had tha high indiodual series.
Spring Service
— •
Bring in the -Coupon below and receive the discount
.specified for the vice woriclou-wanerThe coupon
can, be used for one job or a combination of the jobs
listed.
Spring is just around thereomer and we want your












Discount On Engine Tune-Up
$300
Discount On Bike Job.
voo 'N
Discount On Oil 'Chan' ge& 1.ub.
Discount On Air Conditioning Sera*,





011ia • Pontiac Callnec
•Narraitsit- moaner. Aro Our
tothitt Cohost,'
-
)406 W041 Aloe • 7S3531$
•N • • •
Officials Stand By.
Therouglib Request
FRA FORT, X. (AP) - .thOroughbred
. 
industry intact.
and the- and prevent-the-spread into-
U.S. artment . of other breeds and to other
Agriculture re standing .by states."
their controv sial request-to Carroll said the estimated
'-theorti-rk"cicial initiation of crop is $200 millton and !If we
. to permit value tif.the thoroughbred foal
thoroughbreds , in-Kentucky _wet° maintain our position as
this season. ' .•• •• ••• the . world center for
The appeal lost some sup- thoroughbred breeding 'we
port • Friday . when the must quickly eradicate CEM
Thoroughbred *.Breeders of initenticky."
Kentucky withdrew an earlier The Jockey Club controls
request for permission to use registration of thoroughbreds
-inseniidatittn as 0 in this country and no state-or -- -
e"why of controlling an outbreak foreign country Will allow an
orf cor;gious equine .metritis. iuhfiorreoguigsthebrred udh. run as aE
• The _1horse veneral disease The, club never has -sane!. •
-shoWe up in tivestallions and leaned- artificial insemination
21 _ma es on 13 Kentucky It • is peiiiiitted by
farms d1iring143iF.11. •• organizations controlling the •
The key Club said it will registration of othr br.4ed of
meet M nday in. New York to horses. -
revietv t c requests friati,Gov. A Jockey Club spokesman
Juliah rroll, .Kenlucky said Friday that it -is being '
Agrieulttire_ Commissioner inundated with..  telegrams
-T.om.-.U4nl..the from • througholit the nation •
Agriculture Department. • opposing artificial in-
Carroll, who • was
vacationing. in Fliirida, said
the Thoroughbred Breeders
latest move would not def
his plans to , push ahead .
aPpmval Of the artificial.los
suriiitation program. • •
The governor said his
- position was sepportedele
veterinarians who advised
ini this wpuld be the best WaY
to control the disciple:
-.Earlier, Carroll wrote,-
Jockey Club Chairman
Nicholas Ft Brady that use of
the breedlig method is
1"absolutely ' essential to
eradicate CEM (Conlagious
Equine Metritis), 'keep our
cernthation.
One telegram from
axington, Ky., containing 12/
names eV signed by Oliver-H.
•Nalels, Aated, "AS a stallion
nminager arid from our
natnerous breedOrs to the
staIttonsl I hereby relay their
opposite* to artifielai- in,--
sernination for,;,,any reaaon,"
the spoltesinan said. '
. .
Bill COman, esecuti v
director of the tlieroughbr
e:k
Breeders, said it 'Originally
•;uggestracontrolled breeding
because at The time we felt
we
nsepedread of itsometh ng." ' 
to
pr-eventthe 
- we, had to_ In and we did,"
said Brown 'It shows the
maturing aver young
team..... The the
half were unreal. They really
got behind the kids and-gave
them an extra push. All ofthis
Can only_be_Aone by kids who
7doril gwe
John Drew lea the ,Haws
with 34 points, including the
. basket with 17 serrids to play
in the fourth period that sent
the galne into overtime
knotted --at 102. George
McGinnis had 23-- to-lead.
Philadelphia.
Spurs 120, Celtics 117
- Like the Hawks, the Spurs
trailed at one point by 17
points. But San Antonio wiped
out the last vestige of the
Celtics' lead with 5:40 to play,
then grabbed a si2opoiut edge:.
less than a minuteafterthat.
- "We 'just lack the killer.
instinct," said Boston's Dave
Bing. "This is the second night'
in a row where we built up big
leads and let the other team
[lack into the ballgame."
Larry Kenon led the Spurs
with 32 points. 'Dave Crowens
hadis125eftotr122B7wtonnets.
Bernard King priured in 39
points and snared 14. rebounds
to lead New Jersey past the
Bucks. It Was the Nets' 14th
victory in their last 26 games,
not bad considering they lost
42 of their first 51.
"The' finish we're _ having
will start us off next year real
good," King said. "The team
has confidence in itself now:"
Golden Stge, pullidg to -
within one-gameof Milwaukee
in the scrarribli fora Western





12 of them bY clifford t".,---
bisiliaale to wipe out - a . 103-93 -load: .
Indiana had built with 3:16 to
play.
Rick Harry had 2&points for
the Warriors while iThi
Sobers had .20 to pace the
Pacers_ •
Trail Blazers 1, Lakers 101
1-tanP1 broke_0.9Ts9Z --
-tie by 'hitting- a 11-foot jump
• shot, then scored 12-footer;
aad sipair of foul shots to give _
Portland a 103-97 lead and
edge it needed to snap its five-
game losing streak and beat
the [Akers.




- Henry 9y 131crok
When We prepare your return,
we stand behind our work. So
if the IRS should call you _in
Block will go along with-
you at no charge. Not as your
legal  but
-answer.any questions about
how your taxes were pre-
pared. That's Reason No. 5





9 am to 6 pen Weekdays '•
9 am to 5 pm Sat.
, If you're trying to budget yoUrenergCuse, you've
aVeadydiScovered that limiting your. use of elettricIty takes a
little more' planning than limiting ,your use  of. for instance..
gasoline.
• With-electricity you may nave used more than you can
afford before yoa,realize it. Solve this problem by learning to
read your electric Meter acid keeping. a daily or weekly record
of your usage. Noting therSie and fall in your kilOwatthour
usage will help you discoVer ways to conserve.
-We have free booklets, that wit-help - One-on how . to
read your electric meter ands sever'al on ways to'-conserve
electiOty in your home. office today.
- - • --- •




- Urge Kentucky companies
got a composite tax break in
• • 1977-;--- -their combined tax
liabilities totaled only 41 cents
of every peofit dollar.
In MC -their tax bite totaled
_ overly 44 cents of every profit
dollar, the April issue of
Kentucky Business Ledger
rePactsitiLbilla S' •
The business news tabloid'
_survey of 40 Keiitircify-r
companies disclosed that
millioe of the $852.3 miThon
these companies earned was
•pegged for 1977 taxes, In 1976,
profits totaled $804.8 million,
taxes $351.7 million,
Tax rates of 18 of the 40
--,-.'.rOt.npanies surveyed-- -leo-
cetased. while 22 enjoyed
lower tax rates. Three
Lenisville companies -
Reliance Universal, Belknap
and American Air Filter —
Volume Shoe Company Opens Store
In Murray Central -Shopping Center
announces th9 grand oPening
of its MlOth lii/1 1Bros. Casual
Shoe Store on Thursday,
March 23, in MurtlY Ken-
tucky. the new store Is
located at 628 Centill Sop-
ping Center, an Highentie4).
Like otheri.,Mer,
this unit provide* - its
customers with -a- unique
alternative In slide
Families may browse and try
en shoes in a care-free,
,
and Dollar General. Cot; their actual' ax payments are
poration of Scottsville paid out far lower because 01-in-
more than half their 1977 vestment tax credits for their
profits in taxes. At 56.4 per- immense construction activity
cent, Reliance Universal's tax and because some taxes are
rate .was the highest among deferred throu&i.accelerated
-the companies surveyed. The depreciation,- --- 
.-company's foreign operating
_lossq, interest expenses and
;-eurrency . translation ad-
justmenta--Lwere .-. not tax
deductible.
Tax rates of the 15 banks.
savings institutions and in-
surance companies included.-- • -
in the survey were lower than
rates of Kentucky industrial
companies' because they
derive a large portion of their
earnings from tax-free
municipal . b(inds. While the,
recorded tax(• rates of Ken-
tucky 13tilities ,and







Our 1110.01 of exPirienced phcirmo-
-- -cists sitif;ro for pretision and accu-
racy in all prescriptions.-..
work
oarrd-cruicir lo kilYifeasui 
possible 
getyour  I
The Clinic Pharmacy 
104 IL 5th St. 753-8302
Seminar
MILWAUKEE, Wis., March
27_ A regional seminar on
recent tax law changes. and
their far reaching effects on
estate planning will be held
April 3-7 for Northwestern
Mutual Life Insurance Co.
agents and their guests at the
firm's .home office in
Milwaukee. - David King, CLU was ,DollarRows
recognized as the "Out- David cnn
Discussion -incluije tax standing Producer of the Year oLiall of Inplanning and personal . and- for Region 8 -at a----riCencs field force asbusiness insurance. con: meeting of Integon Life in 0 1977.
siderations such as unification Memphis, Tennessee. This This pa4--estate and gift taxes and award was for prodoction 'completed
chatnges-tin joint-, ownership placed during the -calendar with Integ
rules. '• • year 1977.. His volume total CLU degr
The seminar will be cots- -was 1,899,085 Club Credits and is located a
ducted by officials of the --he also had enough production
coMpany's home office in to qualify for the Million
Milewukee.
aressure environment. Fitting footwear.
specialists are always Steve, Rhudc, Store
available when needed. Manager and host for the
Grand Opening, has been
employed by Volume Shoe
Corporation for one and one-
Each „Bros. store is
merchandined to meet the
footwear--needs of the com-
munity th_watch it, is locate* half years. Mr. Rhode has
iAstatm _y! L.,en _the new_ received his managerial
'store will find over 8,000 pairs tratrning Clarksvillo, ' In-
of shoes on open display in cuana•
current styles, sizes- and "Consumer reseatech in-
,Altars. This selection includes -theates-a growing 
preference.a full line of dreas, casual, among Amefican amiles for
work, canvas and rubber self-service shopping," said S.
Ruth Calhaun, left, of Lynn Grove, has past announced the purchase of the Murray
Figure Salon. Mrs. Calhoun has been a resident of Calloway County for 20 years, and is
presently a teacher at Southwest Elementary School Helping Mrs. Calhoun arritaneger
will be Mrs. Dallass (Jahe) Willoughby; right. with-four years experience in this field.
Akio helping Mis. Calhoun fo operaWdge- talon witi-heher three daughters, Sara. Tam-
' mie, and Kathy-Calhoun. -M-rs: Calhoun is very pleased with the salon and would like
for everyone to come-out and visit.
- •
Northwestern Mutual ...Life is
dad nation's largest firm
specializing in life and
disability Income' irpurarice--
for the individual. It has
assets of More than $9 billion _
and general agencies located
in major cities nationwide.
Northwestern agent from
Murray Kentucky who will
participate in the seminar is:
Agent H. David Travis
' who maintains an office at 304
7?4,4urray-He
associated - with the J. C.
-Duditiy-r, CU) district agency,—




bi the 1977National Football
League draft of college players,
the most - popular pesition was
running back. Fifty-one were
chosen.
_We'll show

















in 1977. His office
901 Sycamore and
he resides et Route 8, Murray,
Kentucky.
ur,
  Put US.Laworksvben •
_itiolcioso to sell your .
goods. Our staff is -7.--1"
on hand to help you
create ads that get




Lee Peaei, President -01--
Volume Shoe Corporation.
"Our stores are a natural
respose to consumer detnand
for a shopping atmosahere
that matches the spirit of
contemporary life-styles."
. Volume -Shoe Corporation,
operating stores ' 31,.states1ls
the largest selfeerelft Owe
store chain in 'America.
By the end of fiscal 1978, the
company plans to open 70 to 80
additional stores throughout
the country. Volume Shoe
Corporation's net sales at the
-end of fiscal 1977 were in
wear at la million dollars
ger & Times--
Expands Coverage
Tie gitunes-iii-bishiein in KeitWeky "Business Scent
_Kenreeky have an impact on will appear:every 81141raay
the pocketbooks of all of .our starting on April 15.
readfri:7— 
• s'
The column is prepared by
, The Murray -ledger -8 The staff of the aufalOrtitive
'lima strives to.. bring you monthly-- business news
• area business news that most tabloid, Kentucky Business
affects your job, income and Ledger. It will be of special
security- Now
wecoverage 





but its lively presentation ofN
-.441#10Y Business Scene, a business news should have
new and incisive weekly, bread appeal to all -of our
column WI looks at bOW -feeders because of the effect
rat en a that business has on allot our
statewide lc*. lives.





sisted that the worthless .
Continental currency be _
redeemed at face value.
by BiUBbyd
The integrity and safety of our savings accounts
, are insured.by an agency of the U. S. Govern-
ment.





-Chimney Sweeping in the Fine Old TrochtiOn"
- • clifintel, Qh
THE BUSINESSMAN'S.
- FRIEND
:40R ALI YOUR Offia NEEDS!
*Office Machines *Calculators eDesit Sets
•C01110ele Office Ensembles
The Murray Insurance Agenci
"PEOPLE SERVING PEOPLE"
ON THIS OUR 34th ANNIVERSARY
WE THANK MURRAY11 CALLOWAY CO.
Olt
Murray Iiisurance Agency
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Murray State nkirTo Study












Patricia Carr Rutledge of
Cineinnalf, Ohio, a senior at
Murray State -Unive-rsity, has
been anardecl a scholarship to
• Pattietpate ItY'lr- summer
language exchange program
at Leningrad State University
in the USSR.
She is one of 155 AmericaA.
college students selected to
participate in the exchange,
which was negotiated by the
U. S. State Department and is
administered, by the Council
ct Inkinatianal Educational
Exchange in New
Ms: Rutledge, who lives at
9014 Fontainebleau Ter. in
Cincinnati; has a- double
academic major at Murray.
psychology.
Dr. Howard H. Keller,
associate professor of Russian
at Murray. State., -atiftraffe Is
the second student from the
campus to win a place pn the
Leningrad language exchange
nattepwide competitiep.
Mite Schemers of Cun-
ningham won a. similar ex-
change in the summer of 1975.
During her two-month stay
in the Soviet Union, Ms.
Rutledge will take classes in
:the Ruaaian language and:
literate-re- ..and, live in a
university. dormitory with
Soviet students.
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State in 'Russian and lecture;.'ind-CO-ricluct evetje
item of daily life in Russian is
of great value in obtaining
• flurincy-.-4116- -Rossiair  
' language," Keirefpointed out.
An additional part of the
exchange will be a study-
related tour_ to Moscow, to
medieval Russian capital of
Novgorod, to the Estonian city
of Tallin, and alonger trip-to
• Erevan in Soviet Armenia.
- Keller said the student
exchange group will arrive in
Paris for an orientation before
entering the USSR, and the
students -will also -have an -
opportunity to spend some-
• free time, in Western Europe -
on their return to the United
States.
IN SERVICE - As an in-service program for teachers in the Murray City Schools, Betty
Pitts, a former teacher reviewed the book I Ain't Much Baby, But I'm All I've Got." She
related pars Oithë book dealing with the feelings experienced by parents of han-
dicapped chacken. Shown in discussion following...Elie review are: (from left) Peggy
Brown, Lee Pinkston, Mrs. Pitts and Pauline McCaw- •
SUPERIOR PLUS - The Murray High Girls' ensemble rated a "superior plus" for their outstanding performance
the Kentucky Musk Educators Association choral musk festival held at Murray State University on Saturday. at
/ solos by Karen Jackson, Krista Russell and Mary Hint We're also rated Superior. Members of the ensemble ar from
left) Cindy Vance, lam Alley, Lissa Adams, Tarnmylorek Karlesta Cavitt, Krista Russell. le-Schmeiter, Lisa I uttand,
Patricia Underhill, *aria_ Alexander, Donna Halley, Karen Jackson, Janpt Smith. Not pictur,41: Mary Nina. At the pitno
is Joan Bowker, director of the group.
WELL,MEN TH15 HAS












SAYS I'M-- 00i NG
TO BECOME A
WELL- Kfs10‘.C/N












Johnny Cannon of Murray
and Barbara Kemper of
Cadiz, formerly at Murray,
have bean- selected as cast
giembers for the Murray State
ilniversity Theatre production
"Hedda Gabler."
_cannon, the son of Mr. and-
-Mrs. John Cannon of 1110
Sycamore, is a speech and
"theatre major minoring in
ARIlitical science. He will play
the role of George Tesman in
the producticia_april 20-22.
Cannon is a member of Pi
Sigma Alpha, Honorary
Political Science Fraternity,
Sock and Buskin Drama Club,











Republican Federation. He is
a junior at Murray State.
Miss Kemper li - -Atte--
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wesley Kemper of Cadiz.
Route 3. A junior, she is a
speech andtheatre major and
is the reigning Miss Murray
State.
Miss Kemper is president of
Alpha Phi, social sorority, and
is a- :Member of Sock and
Buskin Drama Club. She will
play the role of Mrs. Mated
in the production. •
-- "Hedda Gabler," 
,-" 
by
playwright Henrik Ibsen, is
the story of a domineering
woman who must control the
life of another. The three-act
drama takes place - ill 1961
_Century Norway.
-4"rectTon of the seven-
thepiber crag_ is by Larry Riter
in rcartial felfillment of his
master's de ee in theatresl
U A
Holds Blood'
1 Donor Drive'. .11f4rray State- University„,Student .Government
Association ISGA) is spon-
- soling -a -blood drive !or the
e''Paciticab Red Cross chapter
• April 5 and 6.
The +loot+ drive-IOWA. -in
%shear Gym in the carrell
4.tedint center on the campus.bates end times cre: April
: 5,9:30 a.m. to 3.30prn.; April




set design are by David S. S.
•Davis, Owensboro junior.
Performances will. be at 8
p.T.,:each evening in the
University Theatre of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
on the campus. Admission is
$2.50 or by season ticket.
Further information may be
.abtained by calling the
University Theatre at 762-
4421.
1.13L Hiketlay
Is Set April 8
GOLDEN POND - Hikers
will be able to enjoy from 1 to
18 miles of trails in the nor-
thern portion of Land Between
The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre
public demonstraticie area in
western Kentucky and Ten-
nessee, during Hike Day,
Saturday, April 8. The event is
co-sponsored by the National
Campers and Hikers
Assbciation, Four Rivers Boy
Scout Council, Bear Creek
Girl Scout Council, and TVA.
Participants may hike the
banal Loops, a trail system
connecting with the North-
South Trail in Land Between
The Lakes that offers visitors
scenic views of Lake Barkley:,
Kentucky Lake, and the
Oanal. Other suggestions
include hikes of longer
distances on the North-South
Trail ranging from 10 to 18
miles and overnight camping
and hiking eiperiences with
groups utilizing any of the
informal use areas.
'Registration will be held at
the north information station
from 7 to 10 a.m. an the day of
the hike, where groups will
check in upon arrival. No ree
will be charged. Patches will
be sold -it the registration
dealt.
_Groups are asked to furnish
guides or qualified leaders.
Emergency assistance will be
available.
---lriStrther-hrforritatfosia- -
cobtact RARE • DAY,1
Recreation SeCilon, TVA,
Land Between The Lakes,




I WILL NOT b
__4•66prtnalhis;t9ran
- debts from - this date
FOR WATKINS
Praelsioisa-• Contact
Holman Jones, 217 SouthApril 1, 1978, other than phon' 753.141,18




Truck Co. Dewey A. and
Christine T. Stubblefield
will not be responsible
for any checks, debts or
any other 'transaction
other than those made
by Dewey-- A. Stub-
blefield and Christine T
Stubblefield. '
2 Notice
YOUR NEED- is our
concern-. - NEEDL11'E,-
7534333..
INCOME TAX - SER-
VICE: "We search for
every legal deduction
ancL credit due you."
John Frisco, 753-5791,




bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into -any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.-
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
--trance.
dittLE FACTS INC."
every thing ther• i a
season, and a e -,13
every pu I • der the
heaven." cclesiastes
3:1. The line to start
servin od is now. If.
you e- having trouble
do" this, you are not
a lying Matthew 22:37
full. For that is the
nly way in which you
can serve God. For
Bible information and
study call 753-0984.
rN LOVING memory --
Henry C. Jones from his
wife, children, and
grandchildren.
"A year now has past and
things are not the seine.
We miss you every day
and thereth liex_the
Pain."
"We loved your smiling
face audio:our loving,
giving way. We hope we
made you smile through
all your earthly days."
S. Lost And Read
WOMEN'S WATCH found
on F..dinborough Drive.
Call at Ledger & Times,
identify & pay for ad.
LOST TWO female
Brittain Spaniels. White






Apply in person to
---Vernons, Olympic Plaza."
from 9 to 9. ,
MIDDLE AGE,
housekeeper -4 days "
week. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Must be dependable and
willing to .assume all
household respon-






in sales, for full time
..position. Must be neat,
personable-and- willing.
to work. Call for ap-
pointment 753-5141.
MAKE _ $1.25 per plate
selling Engraved Metal _ ,
Social Security Plates.


























hours a week. No
phone calls. Apply in.
person. Do not apply




Center, 7th and Maple
NOTICE
The city of Murray Street Department will ac-
cept applications for temporary seasonal em-
ployment until April 7, 1978. Applications may be
obtained at the city clerk's office, City Hall
Building, 5th and Poplar Streets. The city of
, Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer
operating under an affirmative action plan.
ATTENTION
Office Suite for rent or lease See






1 Full-Prrt Time Salesperson for
Missy-Junior Specialty Store. 3-5
days a week. Selling and display
vaperience.-prefeued hat not-,
necessary:













EMT preferred but will
tram other applicants









Pox 69, -Murray, Ky.
42071.
ELDERLY I'ERSON t0 -
live-in and help with
elderly gentleman Call .•
753-1690 ask-- ' far
Margaret.
"GENERAL LABOR
needed • for grain MAN-TO wait in green
eTevator--- . --TW is - hOUSe-inCF-Ir_-, der v 
shift With. Sastrps- -boy- APO)" In Person,




FULL TIME sales help. 5
a m -1 p.m. Apply in





clean house 1 day a
IMMEDIATE opening for
• part time sales clerk.
•Tossible full time
benefits. Must apply in



















Go o d I taf--.-
vacations, employee
discounts, 40 hour
work week._ Apply in
ToSt
OLAN MILLS needs
several people for part
time telephone work._
12.65" per hour, pins
bonus'. Morning or
--evening hours available.
• See Marian Patterson at
Regal 8 Motel_ Monday,









?•iiyWarehouse,apace available, large 28' x 24'
-oe-14'-x34TAIK-s-3411•41oors, ceiling over 12' high,
Large enough. for, almost any'- job. Ideal for a









cooks. Apply in per-
Jerry's
Nostampuj
No phone calls please.
9 Situations Wanted
EXPERIENCED Tar--
penter wants full- time
employment. Have own
- foots and truck. Call j35-
4331.
BUILDING FOB lease.
Nice 1600 sq. ft. building




Showzur Money Making Line
at Calendars, Promotional Ad-




service with fla year old firm,
rated AAA-1 .Voitiekty com-
missions and liberal .bonus-
Write Richard Lowe, Dept.
1200. Newton Mfg. Co,
Newton, Iowa
FEATHER BEDS -new
-higher prices for feather





of beds will pickulti.
WANTED STANDING",
__timber. We pay top
prices on good quality
timber and will pay cash
or percentage your
- choice. Call after 6 p.m. •
502-489-2334.
OLDER USED car in
good condition. Also
King size bedroom suite.
Call Paris, 642-3683.
- WANTIbD WHITE oak
and walnut veneer. Will
bs cut or stantting,





1976 Honda CJ 360 Super Sport, Excellent
Condition - $1196
1976 Honda CB550 F Super Sport, Low.
mileage, clean - $1,295
1975 Hond g j Extra Nice, 2,890
miles -
1974 Honda CE360. Extended front end,
Lucas Quartz lights, excellent cond.
8,000 miles - $915
.1973 Honda CB450, disc brake, double
overhead cam, nice - $1149
1973 Honda CB350F, 4 cylinder, good
mechanical cond. - $595
1973 Honda CB350, 4 cylinder,
macu1ate-,A80Lieltles. Falting,-Tai- •
dine, 4 intoMiff-aust - $795
Honda CB125, street bike, we sold it new.
lastryear - S395
974'yamah 60 cc street' bike)
, looks alin
Mil $.4tb 7113-411112
15 Articles For Sale
55 GALLON DRUMS.
Thornton Tile _pad




507. $43!99. Roto shear
model 2201 $36.50.
Wallin HardWare, Paris.
TILLERS chain drive, '6
h.p. B and S engine.
$199.95. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
RICOH 3$ mm automatic
camera. $100 or best
offer. APProxirnately 10
years old. Bought new in






Across from Irving Cobb-
Hotel. Ph. 443-3879 Shop
if you like, but check our





across from P.ost Office,
Paris, Tn. - ••
ECOTZMI_
fc`r-alica' hat,' rnakt











old Must see to




t$5o5en,. Alr'wic°ndnotimeurni2t wife retiring from golf..),
compressor, 1 year old, • Offer 2 matched sets
$300. Freezer, large _
chest, $100. Call 762-2666 




(8-4), after. 6 p.m. 753-
6854. 
. separately barawra but will _ bogiv
th
eg
SALE - SNAPPER 
taken. Call 492-8158.
mower -replacement - STARC,RAFT-7-15' tri-hull. -
blades. Your choice 26", pleasure boat. Walk
28" or 30". $5.99 each., through windshield, 50
Wallin Hardware,Paris. • • • h:p. Evinrude motor"
ORDER -YOUR- a
Shoreline trailer.  $1500.nei „„ 
winters firewood now. - 
„ 
,041.0°.
siz.wa_rick. Call 437- 19;5 mop"; 16'
Runalabiit. Aachorcraft,
437-4








FLUEGER '410DEL 4505599.. •
foot operated trolling
FRANKLIN * fireplace motor. Used 5 times.
steVe, 8125. Call 753-6446. $125. 570-500-8 trailer
 - tire and wheel new.




1973 ELDO CRAFT bassstill under_
a-q$200uariumeachw.ilth-" , boat, 15. ft. '69 horse
Johnson _motor. Super
. hood, wrought iron guide trolling motor,
.4•tan4i $2,000, -6•11-763--
dere/nil filter -$35,
couch- is _usable con-
dition - $30. 1 - SChwinn
10-speed man's bicycle
like new-r $75. Call 767-
4177.
CU`STO1VI MADE
draperies, made to your
measurement. ,No-labor
charge., Over 150 pat-
terns and colors, 15 per
cent off month of April.
P.N. Hirsch & .Co. 753-
9779.
FOR SALE OR MAD* -
Smith and Wesson 9 mm
automatic model 39.
New in box. Call 489-2471
after 2 p.m.
16' OUACHITA fishing
boat.. 20 h.p. Johnson-- . •
motqr. Parks Line
trailer, _ Shakespeare
trolling motor. Cali 963-




WE BUY AND SELL used' condition Yamaha
it-air , conditioners. Dill  classical e
Electric, 7534104 or 753- cellent condition. Call
155L after 4i30 p.m. 753-2475.
16 Home furnishings
G.E. SIDE BY SIDE
refrigerator-freezer.
With automatic'. ice
maker. Only 2 years old.
Top condition. $350 or
best offer. Call 759-4089
after 5 p.m.





__ for bunk bed, like new.
Call after 5 p.m. 753-
19 Farm Equipment






tractor. Also 14' boat
and- trailer with 20 h.!):
Mercury motor. Clill
40-2490.- -
THREE H.P. tiller with TWO ROW BURCK
' new metor. $75. Call 753-3302
 or 
see 













You don't have to be an engineer or technical person to enter a challenging and
highly rewarding career selling industrial lubricants to businesses right in your
_ community
aSales experience (fleet, construction, farm, food, and manufacturing) or a
mechanical background helpful. We train you in salesmanship, products2.„and
applications in a thoroughly .professional, company-paid program. Field
'training follows, right In your territory. •
No investment except your full-timeeffort, and you get an exclusive, fully-
protected territory with hundreds o(prOillifels for products that repeat and
repeat, year after Year. You represent a nompany xi the move; the quality
.• leader in the lubricant field for over a quarter Magary.
Feel dead ended' Stop day-dreaming and start building your lucrative career
- -w-,-taday,111.tin your own areas and be bonasnights with your family while doing
Act now while one our choice tortes is still open in your area Send your
resume, glyinielitenci and oTdáta. Itirgefftd'prYttrytTitTefittarr-
Write. Pruitt • 4)
' Sales Persoribel Manager
LiniticatIon f•igineers, Inc.
3851 Airport Freeway ,
'Fort Worth, Texag76111
ONE USED AC 8 row
hard land drill Call 753-
3076
ONE ROW tobacco setter,
7 horse riding lawn
mower. Ferguson
tractor. 1970 Buick with






dryers. Call 1-345-2437 or,
1-247-0558.
TWO NO FORDS, 1963
and 1961. Baughman
alogle fan lime bed. 1968
International backhoe.
500 gallon water tank.
Call 753-6692.
20 Sports Equipment
FOR -SALE - Ensigri
Trailer- 40.11.






- flower plant, will
produce edible tubers
this fall. Call 753-6446.
LAWN MOWERS 312 th.p.
22" cut. B and S ermine.
$88.88. Wallin Hard-









Sale. Shop around and
the.n come see us. Yau'll
save $10.00, $20.00 or
more. All TV's
__reduced. SIssons Zenith
Sales since 1962. 19 mites--
West of Murray on High-









payment. Call - 753-7575.
27 Mobil,' Home Sales
TWO BED.RODM house
trailer on three acres of
land. Furnished. $13A00.
Call 1-354-8772.
-1111 5$ trailer with washer










and air. Call 753-9969 or
753-7261.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spa










' FT. office space.
G heat and air con-
on. Half block off
urt House Square.
, Call 753-9537 after 5P,Izi.
BUILDING for rent on
North 641 Highway for




Brick 3 bedroosst-4mpressive bath, combination
family room/kitchen with built-ins, large utility,
completely carpeted with central heat-air, paved
drive, landsiaped, Ls acre in Lynnwood Estates for




time to give your old bathroom0
What better way to improve the
bathroom's looks than by using MAME Itc
durable...it's proctiCal.. it's beautiful.
Come in and see us today
Thornton' Tile
And Marble
"Quality That Will Please"
6121. 1th 7534719
31 Wan: Tu
WANT TO RENT or lease
air cured tobacco base
(L753-6855After 6 pin.











Call Stinson Realty, 753-
3744.




No chikiren,,_ no pets.- -
$150 month. call 436.'
- 2103.





















'ONE -YEAR OLD Pea
Fowl, $25.00 each. Sears









and cheery 3 bedroom, 2
bath charmer only 1




price in the 40's. Let a
new ray of sunshine into
your life and take a look
at this quality home -
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222, for
all your real estate
SPRING -SPECIAL
Just listed this at-
-tractive 3 bedroom, 2
bath home 'located just
west of Murray -City
limits. Home has 36' t
 greatroom with
fireplace and antique
oak mantle, central heat







-f-ARGE FIVE PARTY 7
garage sale, Saturday




bed and other baby-
items. Tires, bicycle,
pictures, books, all sizes
children and adult
clothing and shoes, toys,
all types odds and ends.




from town.) In case of
rain sale held following
Saturday.
YARD SALE, Saturday,
March 25 (not held If
rains) 8:00 ?. Mahan
Apartments Apt. 19 (by.
Sonic). FurnyAire,





Scenic view of Lake
liarkleA modified A •














HOME, - Can be y•ours
- today! Beauty has been "




rooms, attractive design -
and5lecor which
.this home-nl a• Ifl
. by itself. Just listed so
_ don't. delay in letting us.'
...tell you more about this
architectural Mailer,' --
piece.' Phone KOP-=--,--





' •Prutemonat 5e rdees





-been thinking about a
weekend retreat- -
cottage at the lake-,
then now is the time
to ad'. 3 bedrooms, I
bath, large kitchen.







Saturrkty, April 8 P.M.
'jtifloShine _
Murray, Kentucky
LOCATION: Lapy Todd Farm, 5 miles east
of Murray tiri H-ut:. 94 on-Les Todd Road.
-
1155 Massey Ferguson tractor, cab
and air, quick hitch coupler, 18 4
x 38 duals. weights, deal outlets, -
1Z40 hours and sharp. 664 INC
Diesel tractor TA extra sharp,
410 Mas.W Ferguson Combine
cab, 14 ft. Quick-Attach header,
header control. rasp bar cyrinder,
straw chopper, pickup-reel,nice
66 Massey , Ferguson 6-1-6"
breaking plow, semi-mount INC 4-
14" breaking plow, semi-Aount _
470 IHC wing disc. 18 it., IHC 4 -
row cultivator, spring- --Ow* -
Massey Ferguson 4 row cultivator,
spring shank IHC 4 row rotary hoe,
-3 pt. hitch, AC No-Till planter, 7
rew•20" units,
2-Gravity vain wagons. PTO tractor
seeder, 3' pt. hitch, 2 farm fuel
*64e-tattle: portable fuel -tart*
electric pump. 3 pt Boom
3 pt. 10 row Boom sprayer
4' Chevrolet 7 ton truck with
train bed and hoist
VIM fAv_mi_sgellaneous items- so come on time. 1 P.M
ire welcome you as
a buyer or a visitor
See You There
TERMS: Strictly cash, cashier check or ap-
prored_rheck. No exeeptions.
For further infrrntetionernwerri tug this gliCliOnz Coil.
kick _
.12 f 'JIVES R. CASH
"THE FARM MACHINERY AUCTIONEER"
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rr()NF, ER • •
-MINTY ESTATE city • .
conveniences 2 miles
from city limits 3.3--
acres of privack.
Private lake. Beautiful
wooded park area, barn
suitable for horses; shop
\
and storage building,- -
large 2 bedroom house,
full Pa ted lots ' of
- THREE BEDROOM-,..
--baths,- formal d- living
room, den, -fireplace,
Andersen windows,
central air and heat.
Extra nice and com-
fortable home. Call 753-
6017 for more details.





FACTORY BUILT 3 rail
motorcycle trailer.






ZONED R-4 or B-2?
.Need a. lot for multiple
? Need property
liar_offices, reistaurant,-




- located north, south-,
east for these permitted








PROUDLY we rave abdilt
-this 3 bedroom brick
. _with sunken living room,
formal -dining-area,
. custom built kitchen
with appliances in-
cluding refrigerafer-1:
-freezer, two full baths,
restful patio, area with
private., bricI-* wall.
Statel bricked co/umns,
bring you into the drIve
to a double sar_awith-:- -
automatic openers..,











rest of house with
studs. Deep well.
Concrete boat dock. 2
lots. 3.8 miles from
New Concord on
Hwy. 444. Call and let
us show you this
today. Boyd Majors




Itlir LIST". - et* adMess
frem Memel ea Coles Camp
Rd. Nemo Yu $ bedrooms, 2
births, livimy mem with
fireplace, dbieg mom, large
bitches with lots of
alliews. Hoes is testefidly
-6144115104 Anieglieet. Nes
mitre' boot mid sir. Per-
-fact for horpo ferally. Cleo
acre lett Don't Mt tbis
get ewey.
Defy 4 Nees sit X off 121 S.
%IS Moody 5 SR 1/2 bath is .
Wool for see oho worts e
bus-lot. Nem hes Norge
family roofs end large kb. _
• diet. Mester IR is 1114 X
15%. Prim reduced to
-07,500. Cell sow. Owner
wants to relmiW.
753-3243 An_eime
SIX ACRES M-L -$4800 or
9 acre M-L - $7,200 or
12.8 acres M-1.`- 413,600
or pick the amoupt of
land you want.
Remember • you come
first at Nelson Sbroat
Co-Realtors, 719-1707.
HAVE PROPERTY TO
SELL? If you've been
thiplsj__I gi of selling, why-




from our five full-time
sales representatives.
We have clients waiting
to purchase all types of
_T1 real estate so let us




make buying and selling
real estate easy for you!
Hornbucklers Barber Shop
OPEN WEEKDAYS -'
'10Ho us e 4" aid iHbSpitai
Calls C1OSED ONIIINSDAYSFri:Lids-238 Catts
*Hair cuts *Shoves
"209 Walnut Street
Coil fh if-umber after 5.00' to asib e._
prom 'service next, clay, 753-3685 -
an. igh t appointments .
.4%.• 310
DON't DISMAY W YOU
• ARE LOW- 014---CASW-7-=,---- -
-well ariange -ite teriii-s-- --
on this well maintained
tiro bedroom brick with
den located on lot with -
garderr area--just 4




sell. Reduced to $9,000.
A 4 or 5 bedroom house,
on lot 60 x 450 at 311 N.
.7th. Can be made into 2
apartments. Just listed
The 9 acre Midway
Trailer. Park with 15
hookups and an extra
*nice 3 bedroom house all
for $55,000. Call C. O.

















listed this 2 bedroom,
1 bath home has wall-
to-wall carpet,
draperies included.
Gas heat Corner Lot
and Priced ..to Sell.
$23,500:- Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
THINKING OF SPRING?
_Why not start planning
now for that home on the
lake. We have just listed--
2 quality homes in
Panorama Shores, only
-10 /miles from Murra
Both are year-r, nd
homes on beautiful
wooded loty-iake ad- .
vantage1 early season
price nd let us tell you





THAV5 WHAT THE PRE5.1PENT
5,419. TI-415 15 JODY POWELL'S REPLY
ON WHAT THE ?RESIDENT MEANT."
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
brick home for sale.
Near MSU. Priced in







special lot to build on
__ this spring? -took no
further! Located in
-1-o-welyCanterbury •
-----Eitates we have an ideal
lot ft:1E a split level. Take
-a Iiiok`at this lot located
at 1514 Oxford Drive
then call Linda Drake,
753-0492 or come by our "
office for further
details. Be ready to
. build this spring. John
C. Neubauer. Realtor,
505' Main St. 753-0101 or
753-7531.
NAVE YOU ALWAYS-WANTED
A FARM AND STILL BE
CLOSE TO TOWN? _
See These Beautiful Home Sites 3 Miles From-Tam
• atioi fens 3 mai fre mere
• Restricted arm
•Rissidesrtiel de volopmeet only, es betlems amil es meek beam
'Weil eider
• ilbuktep hooter




On & Off Road Bikes
_1977 Honda 11.125, On & Off Road Bike
$550
t973 Honda 21175, .Off Road; Knobbies,
Good Cond. $425
1973 Honda Xl.250, On '& Off Road, Ex-
cellent conditon, 3900 miles $595
1973 Honda Naditisd Cond. S450
1973 NondaCR250, Motocrosser, nice $5i61
1975 Ronda C1125 N1, 148 cc Kit, Extra
Nice Dirt Bike $401 - •
1975 Nodaka .125, Ex. 'con& Mulloland
..._ _Shocks, Alloy Rims $450 -
1972 Yamaha 125, On & Off Road, Electric
Start,..Extra Nice $396-
i$75 Honda 1075, 5 Speed Trans., 17"
Front Wh_ Ex.-Cond. $325
1975 1114. 61M, Average $285
1972 Ronda CtIN,i4iSpeed,. Looks and
Runs I ikI45 w. You'll have LO DR TV E WAYS and
Se0 it to believe it. $3215 parking -areas white
Honda CTTO, Average Cond. 1195 Contractor will expand etual miles. Ntvw athirat.ew rocked esand g4israrloa svd.'frar:e:,
Ronda 250 Mint-Tralr-84Vteill US' MOAB ---lx"" xtrwrit-te
-Trorn. riti-s2n -spec ail. otiona --with • 3411; Illfier 5 P.M..Z.---,...:771117 -- 7_4401?0,-- xlemaliva-rrick- turd-no
commitment Prieed in
iGui Spann ifeaty
, - yowler Poo*
in itioittoriti"
753-7774








2 Te cheeee freer. 0.re $!21
cve exhaust, 
wheel. Seth adult owned,
both 61.1000 Trade ins 51095
$1295. OVERBY MORDA
753-4097
49. Used Cars !rocks
_NICE 1970 MONTE
CARLO. May be seen at








station wagon. Call 753- .
8963.
1972 EL CAMINO; 327
engine, 275 h.p., power
and 'air. Sharp.. $2,075.
Call 753-3807.
1971' El CAIWINO, good
condition. $1595. Call
753-4445. -
1972 OPAL Halley. Four
speed., Good condition.
Must sell. Call after 8,
753-9453.
1957 ONE TON flat bed
farm truck with gra'
sides and cattle r
Call 489-2697.
1974VROLET-
pick Custom 10, .Guttering by Sears, Sears
s transmission, continuous gutters 4E.
,000. _miles :ADMIT- per your 
450. 197$ Ford Custom specifications. Call
van many factory op- Sears 753-2310 for free
tions, 18,000 miles, estimates.
customized for family--
v eh i c le , ;7500. 1964 IN_SULATION BLOWN
Corvair needs paint, IN by Sears save on
$550. 1975 Hp0a CB125 _ these high heat and
200 miles, M. Call 753- cooling bills. Call Sears






sewer cleaning. Call 753-
720.
WILL DO BABYSITTING
An my home. Call 753-._
0684. ' --
ELECTRIC WIRING







roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
in. or weekend. -
BYAlFtS BROTH &
SON - Gerieyaf home





now. Call Seers 753-2310













"qrffitr ittUft septic tank
and backhoe work needs7
Also septic t k
Cleaning. Call Jo ne.
PP.* - or 436-
5348.
SUZUKL24,975. *0 -GT.
Like new. Low mileage.
03995 or best offer. Call
153-0942.
48 Automotive Service
FOR ,__SALE foul- used
tires, Gillette mesa_
-rider, -LliOrkI5, raised
THR-VEtl- BEDROOM - _
home,- at 1617 College _each. Also jeep draw bar '
F Rd. One-battrin&--- with fivo inch ball hitch
arport. $30,000. Call and mounting kit.
753-7909 after 4 p.m. Phone 753-5516.






-HOUSE FOR SALE on
one,acre lot. Located on
HighwTY 94 East,- only




ji  a rage N-e-w
decorated. Call 474-2330










Rood Bike. Very strorg per
formonce for SOO cc 5695 No
misprint full price only $695
OVERT HONDA 753-4097
45 Farms fa! Sale
BY OWNER-75 acre
farm, 7 room house with
3 bedrooms, utility room
and enclosed back
porch. "Mile west of
Deriter Two stock




between 2-30 p.m. - 10
46 Homes For Sale
1976 HONDA 350 F Super








Like new. 5 000 miles. His
windiorairr. - fairing engine
avert i650 °Mitt HOP!-
DA 753 4097
FOUR WIJE -tires and
wheels. Four 15 x 8, 6
-bole-Chevrolet pickup
-, wheels and 10" tires,
880.00. Three 15 x 10, 6
hole white spoke wheels
and 10 tires, ;75.08.
Two 15 x 8, 5 hole Chevy,
.. car wheels. Chrome slot
lugs and caps, ;40.001
, _Tall 753-7219 after 5 p.m.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1973 PORSCHE 914, 1.7
liter engine, excellent
- 'gas mileage. AM-FM
_radio. -NEW speed-
. trinsmission. s- -
Removable top,-IoW
„mileage. Must eell rap 
753-0492.
NICE 1976 GMC *quip
-truck. Air,i power
steering, brakes. $4,000.










pottie. ;1125 Call 753-
1566 or 753-4599.
1946 PONTIAC Le Mans.
Call after 5 p. in. 753-
1973 BUICK Century, like








Will trade for good
pickup. 1973 Malibu rear








Call after 7, 43672240.
MS COUGAR XR 7,
ti-iple black. Gitoa
Loaded in-
cluding rpoon root Call_
753-0766 after 4 p.m.
, !.374 FORD Ranger tru-




22,000 miles, silver- and
black. Excellent con-
dition: $6150 or best
offer. Call 75345711_
-*ET BASEMENT? We




struction Co,-, Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.






dark Isis, ad amp. Sedi












, repair your boat -dock,
,,-.-waikway, etc. Shoreline
-Dredging and Pier Co.,
Inc. Call 436-2660. -
NEED Encyclopedias?
Call Helen Tidwell, 435-
4426. A World Book
1„,Chrildcraft represen-
tative.
1972 TOYOTA Celica. •NEED TREES orLow ,mileage. New tires. , rubbery cut orCall /59-1149. .,
- ' trimmed? Call George
Landolt, 753-4707.'Ian CHEVROLET, 4
wheel drive. 1976 Ford 4
wheel drive. Call 474-
1972 CHAMPION motor
home. 25,000 miles.
Sleeps six. Call after 5
P.m- 759-1192.
9956. - _ 




Prix. 18.000 miles, -One
owner. White with
burgandy roof. Bucket
seats, tape AM-FM, like
new Michelin tires. New
condition. Call -4271I.





1975 GMC pickups new
tires Call 753-4034. _
1977 BUICK Riviera.
Loaded with extras. Low













8, like tW. $1800. Call
75T-7853.
WESTERN 5V. Travel
Trailer Sales' -and Ser-
vice, Route 68 arid 1-24,
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-522-
8507-
51 Services Offered
Honda ATC7O -3 Wheeler, Extra Nice, and ._ im, 40,1_.cou.. woo.
- VrelleMiiirthett'Vr-TeTrar--̀  -  - '-,.. --,,...--
' NICE THREE bedroom, iigre.rby onda ,--- -, of I.ynn Grove off, 04older model home with 2acres Threernlles•West11




1976 Model, Sold new March
1977 4,000 salve miler liar
ctly broken tn. /las win
diamener fewing, saddlebags,
luggoge mak wisaljustoble
beck rest. Engem case guards
cruise ceartrnl. An immaculate
lusury tauten bib. SAVE
$1,300 from Pit.' of similarly
espripped new mode, OVERBY
HOW!!! we, t2":
1373 HONDA 500 CE. 7;000
NORPII CITISOF
:.aper Sport
litrr ao•ii.i sow miles rime
es tee. Calmer wheels duel
disc from Sinks disc rata
kik. 4 into ' @Albeit SAVE
Oely $1750 Oviltiv Rooms
733-4001
1117 FORD pickup with
shell camper,. ioad
shape, $754100 or best
offer. Must sell. Call 436-
Runabout Alitratic, rap. Call, Clifford
-:-.G14941.-113944,SU,„aLtar
condition Web. 1103 4p.m.
College Farm Rd, L
PAINTING INTERIOR,
FOR SALE: 1976 exterior. Also dry wall -
Chevrolet 4 wheel drivi finishing. 10 years ex-
pickpup All Pfteer and perience. Call 436-2563,
--ster:C*11489-2711-. - -Ralph Worley...„
-I Idiot tome199-4.4o
LIC SED ELEC-
T CIAN, prompt el-























4545 or 753-6763. /
ALL TYPWiacklese and
septic }tank work: Field
tile,,&es installed, 28
years experience. . _
Licensed through Health
Depastment. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933. ;, •
SEPTIC TANK - PUM-
• PING.' Residential and
comnscial. Rex Camp
Carrier
---- QUALITY SERVICE ,
_Company Inc, Air 
dition sales and






Collie puppies. Cute anet,-,--
cuddly balls of fur. Will
make hice pets. Call 753-
8610.-
Year round home on lake. Beautiful sloping'
grounds to water's edge. All weather road, 208'
road frontage. On school bus route, sun deck and
patio, gorgeous view, private canal to boat dock,





For Sale By Owner
On
Camelot Drive
Three bedroom, 2 bath, natural gas, central heat
'and air, den with corner fireplace, large cypress
patio, large fenced in backyard. Double concrete
drive and carport. $48,500.
Coll 753-1331
This imolai* Hee ow a quiet
residential street Wen 4 large
bedrooms with *pity of closet
"Sc,' speciem family mem
with firepieue, beck yetis with
ees grill mod plenty of hoes,
comma pis 1.eat sod ebr Ore e
beam with this way Wee, .





























PPM', NM *MAY. Ity LEDGER wan Saturday, April 1 1471
7Diaths and Funeralil
, -Lemuel Ratterree Dies Friday -_ _ _
Leiniall-1271tatterreiref Neer-lieveini nieces aridCcileart died 1215 _P•_ Aso_ „viz:vas-One brothersfriespithis borne. He wasgt Laverne Ratterree died inalms! Air age- Mr. liathicrei 1940_owned - and Ili rated  the : Funeral arrangezastiitSine-Wafer gattsliiiie-Boat Dock incomplete at this time. Theiter-Kentucky Lake foe several Blalock-Coleman Funeralyears 
Home has charge ofMr Ratterree was born on arrangements. Friends mayJuly 5. AM in Henry County, eel at a time to he announcedTennessee and his parents later ,were the -late Columbus
Ratterree who died in 1909 and Presbyterians Willtou• Ila Watkins , Ratterree
"4) died La 1965' He.-was a -Ilea( Mimster-eteran of World War v_
Survivors include one
brother Loyd Ratterree of ial SermonHate! oltmout. Two; -one sister. . ring Presbyterian ChurchMn N Kline a -Lincoln will move through EastertidePark. Mich.-, one half sister, a 50-day period of sevenMrs. Sherman- Maurinei Sundays beginning with  Knapp_sef • Newaygo. Miele- Easter Sttndiky--anti- endkfig--...._ and one-half brothersKimbell with Ascension Sunday May.--- Bradshaw of Nashville. Tenn. 141 toward Pentecost.Funeral Is Sunday focusing on. the theme.
coordinator of the Scholarship. and HonorsTrogram At Nor-State University campus recently to speak at a day-long sym-Counce. Shown with Dr. Betz,. who also is a member of the
be designed to reflect.this board of directors of the Model United Nations Organization, are MUrrav State University faculty members, from •
The funeral B. theme. The sermons will the left Or. James Kline, physics and astronany; Dr. Gene Garfield, political science; Dr. Wayne Sheeks, philosophy;
Alexander. 4_ 1412 Dudley reflect how some of the and Dr. Frank Kotiman, psychology. The symposium topic iiv.o "Quality Education and Academic Standards,"
Drive, Murray, will be• held apostles felt about the Post-Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the Resurrection Period and laterchapel of the Blalock-Coleman events. The Church School will' ,Let's Stay WellFuneral _Home with the Rev.,. celebrate, the birthday of the  Heyward Roberts Officiating. Church on Pentecost;wAh .a •Burial will follow in the Hicks_ birtleae partyfor the e'hurch. .
Theserrnorethis unday
By F.J.1- Blanngame, M.D
Friends enay -arsets_ focus r - on eThorriae 
livoShtoititeierftil:Ats 
tritctalliP enb
funeral home after four p.m. Doubter" with scripture fromtoday (Saturday). ' John 20:19-30. by the pastorsMr. Alexander, &get, died the Rev. Buzz Rabatin.-71ie'-Thursday at 4:55 prm at the •• tits- Pensive reading will ,heWestetew Nursing Home. His (rpm Acts 2:42-47. -Wife, Mrs. Bell Edmonds-- ----Tbe_seaurch chojesslirectedAlexander, died in 1940. He by Kathy Mowery with Lisawas a member of the Cherry Slater as orgaaist,. will singCartier Baptist church. The anthem, 1 Dance in the. .Sineirienre include four sons, . Morning."
- 0: Mr.. 15. M. writes thathe is surprised that a
neighbor was sent homefrom the hospital one week
after a severe heart






dilates will be broadcast by
Channel 11 on Monday, April
6:30 p.m. The cepeltdates,
invited are for the offices-of
- president and vice-president
. of the SGA. The panel will be
moderated by Dr„ Frank
Bloidgetts MSU-11 Manager,
and will be opento questions
from the audience. The
discussion forms a part of the
series entitled "Rap Session"
which focuses on local issues
Bro. Mark Pugh jo
Spriakiiiiidifi For
Church Ot Christ •
every. Monday evening.
Ofindidates participating in
the program arteMarthe Botes- -
and Brad Lutz (or the office of
president iindrieris Clifton for-
the offiee of viiik+resident. -
Martha BOlei is a junior
vocational economics: major
from Madisonville. Boles is
presently the SGA executive
secretary. Brad I.ii from
Barrington, Illinois, is a junior
political science, mailer and 
thechairmen of 'the lecture
insight coilunittees -Chris,
Clifton, a junior history major-- .....
from Detroit, Michigan, it
..running uncontested for vice- •
president.
The panel discussion will be
held in the TV studio on the
sixth floor of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Building on the MSU"Putting God In Cunene-- campus at 6e30-p.m. Public is-will be the subject of the
sermon by Bro. Mark Pugh it
. the 8:30 andei-0:40 wor-
ship service on-.Sunday, Aped
2, at the Seventh and Poplar
Church-Of Christ. His Scrip-
ture will •be from James 4:13-
costs by $1,500 to $2.000 Or
• case. In view of the fre-
quency of such heart cases
(approiimately. 400,000
-,Mes- "-Per year In -the-
United :States), it is esti-
mated that a nationwide
sauitegeof $360 million an-
Leo, 1412. Dudley, Murray, A congregational niOtirte Edu on Week-Luciiin. Botta Grand Island, will be held immediately'
FOrill1. Alexander
',`Celebrate The _Church. SYMPOSIUM SPEAKER - Dr. Donald Betz, center,The church school ,and theast Oklahoma State University, was on the Murraworship learning experiences posium sponsored by the university's Honor Socie
etiologist and dean Of The
Johns- Hopkins Medical
School-, 'Baltimore, Md.
- It has been customary to
keep such cases in -the
hospital an additional eight
nually can result... . (persistent pain, irregular . rnent and lessens the psy. However, it may take
Fla:. Landon, Marathon, Fla., following the morning worship - '  • - . heart rhythm -etc) There-- etiological stress on a pa. some time for such early
mo-Jim. Flint, Mich.; sister', service. -- - -- Matti. _ 3-7 has been . s-tore, the physician in . _ bent and his family. The, _ _ discharges to become toms
,,Mrs, Myrtle ,.Farleas, Murray' Sunday School will beat 9:30 proclaimed Cooperative charge felt that recovery home life isn't disrupted by rilonplaeo across the coun-
• fifteen grandchildren in- a.m. and a reception honoring ,_continued hospital visits try. Certain physicians will
Education Week in Kentucky could continue safely atby Gov. Julian M.. Carroll. home. - over an extended period. feel reluctant to begin this
cluding Mrs. Jackie Burkeen the Rev. and Mrs. Henryand Mre. Vic Milner of McKenzie on their 50th The official proclamation Studies 'made at Duke Additionally, early dis- type of management atMurray: twenty-six grand- wedding anniversary will be will be Presented to Dr.- University Medical Center __ _charge- of such cases re- home.- --ehadr_ens . • - - at the Murray Woinan's Club Robert Newton, MoreheadSsjin Durham, N.C., and pub-- suits in cutting the hospital One important influence• -- • House from 2:30 to five p.m. president of the Cooperative . 1.-ed recently in The ChrisfiartiChurch attitude of the public. Once
we) be a change m the Raymon Rayburn, Steve
Steele Eddie .Rogers, Sloe
' 
. 
}education Associatiorr Of TNeae Enqind Journal of
attack. He questions -
whether sneh-se-arly dis-missal is not too risky. So .far his neighbor's recoveryhas been satisfactory. •
A: While I do not haviallthe facts relating -to Cd-tie-7-neighbor's illness, I as-sume that he was fortunates
1: to have no complicationscaii
•
_ .
or 10 days'. '
However, earlier dis-
mis.sa-1----effere encourage-
Final Rites Today Rev. White Speaker Kentucky, at the group's Medicine 'showed that they tuiderstand tbat such• - annual theeting Apra e in heart 'attack, patients who TO Hear nr.- Roos cases can be handled--with Garland, Webb „Caldwell,Greg Garland, Ron Ragsdale,had no comPlicaitione dur- 
Kenneth Grogan, and Stanf-
• .




ing the first foile,,tst five "Dem Bones Gonna Rise of the hospital, early dis-
• Curd. . 
reasonable safety outside
MiSaa s win be accep t .governor will be Kentucky 
days of their illness-. (40 Again!" will be thesubject of.
Another important factor Aubrey Hatcher., Forest
-
Final rites for Mrs. Zack The Rev. Jerrell White. %percent I can usually be the sermon by the Rev. Dr. . 
is the assurance of ade- ••• Boyd, Webb. Caldwell, Freed
Commissioner of Finance discharged safely' by. the - -DeviceC. Roossininister of the
iButhal, Homes of Hazeentill_ minister of the Memorial Russel McClure of Frankfort. 
quate home caee, eitherby Cotham, Jerry Fulton, Gary
be held today at 2:30 p.M. at /Septa.% Church, will speak atthe Hazel Baptist Church. the 10:50 a.m. and severep.m-.where shen was a member, worship services on •Stindsy,with teftev. M M. Hampton April 2, with the Res. Ronalgid the._Rev. James Garland Hampton, minister of music,•-efficistsfig. The Rev. Ron directing the song service.Hampton • and Mrs. .Oneida Margaret Wilkins will be -White will be in charge of the organist and Jane Rogersmusic. , be Pianist.Burial will follow in: the • At the morning hour specialHazel. Cemetery with the music will be by the Sanctuaryarrangements bY the /Allier t- Choir . Hayden Rickman,Funeral Home of Hazel where Deacon of the week, will assistfriends may call. in she services.
Mrs. flOftnes, age- 41,, died The Ofrlianance of 'MirThursday at the Wee_tview Lord's Supper will be ob.Nursieg. Home. She is sur- served at the morning hour,vtved by :her husband, Zack -end the ordinance of bat**Holmes. daughter, Mrs. at the evening.hour.Jhniuy Rogers, son. Bobby-----Sunday School will be at 014,Holmes, sister, Mrs. Jot lens:with Elbert TbarnasSieSsAdams, and four grandsons.
Danny and Hon Rogers,
Ctrarliehnd Jeff Hamm' dire**. _
director,-and Church Training









KW. Lynn Grove Hwy.
sseeMiles On Left)
.1111261side Mass or [sail!
Special Good Sat.
A San Afternaoa
April lit and 2nd. ---- -









































Cooperative Education is a for at home.
nationwide program in- This early dismissal Pro-
gram for-heart cases was
tegrating theoretical seedy
further; endorsed in the
and practical experience and.
issue of the journal in anin which' students alternate
accompanying editorial byperiods of -time in the A
ear"-classroom with practical Richard Ross, M71):•• a- *experience in the classroom. li-4.1.,
The program enables PRIV' COMineetHIM Atemployers to identify -,- _
through a ready-made 
Episcopal Church'
potential future employees
recruitment and training Holy Communion will beprocedure. It aloe enables celebrated at the St. ;oho'sthem to free higher-salaried Episcopal Church, Main andprofessionals from time- Breach Streets at the 9:45Constiming „ but' essential a.m, services on Sunday; April.,responsibilities which can be .2. The Rev. Stephen Daven-handled by the cooperative 'port, vicar of the church, yrilleducation student-employees. .be the celebrant.--Thirty-seven Murray State Church School will follow atstudents. are participating in eleven a.m. Duncan Hart willthe program, working with be ateterte and Anita Burt willfirms and agencies in many- be lay readersections in the country.: 'The -
__university's program is one of Methodist Churchonly three in. the nation which
(lifers employers a fulls T Ilea • $quad at 5:30 p.m. and SeidOr
•
• The Rev. Dr. James AIn Charge of the Murray
program is Lkrn Starkey and Wove And CochrumFisher, Sr,_.. minister of theFirst United" Methodist --Mrs. Jane Rogers is thecoordinator. a Church, will speak on the Speakers At Churchsubject, "Generation ToGrace Baptists To
,enth da d be d • Christi
• 
calendar year training period 0 r Minister
for student participants. •- • • •
10:e5 a.m. ,worship service on
Sunday, April 2.
Margaret Porter is choir
director and Jane iletsen is
organist. Sim Boone wilf be
'Worship leader with Emile'
-4ppereon as candle lighter,
-and Mrs_ Bonnie Shelley
-ASIouglas. and Me. and Mrs.
- Dennis Lane at-greeters:-
Elders serving will be Walt
Apperson and Del Fleming.
. Henry Fulton, John Ford Hall,
I,. Coleman McKeel. Dan
McKeel, and Robert Puttoff
will serve as deacons.
. The flowers on the com-
munion table will be in
_Memory of Stephen Michael
Underwood. by his parents and
brother.
A orld --Hunger panel
disc on will be-held at the
vesper services at 6:30 p.m. on
Sunday at the church. Youth
Activities Sunday will in ude
s junior choir at five
Youth Group at six p.m.
Generation" with scripturi, The University ChUrchs-offrom I Corihthians 11-23.2t Christ will hear Bro. Kenneth
•





Lee Steele. ' :.•
y will be held at
Y.
The deacoqs will meet
Mondatisipefft
The teachers and officers will
meet at 6:10 p.rfl. Wednesday
with the church business
meeting and youth study to
follow at sever, pm.
0




























the_farruly or home care
Se,rvicee w king with the
family.
Perhaps 'our commu-
nity is fortunate enoughslo
have such care 'available:
--Consequently, your neigh-.
bier"S-Teliysician felt little or
no anatiety in recommend-
ing early sliamsssae from
_ the hospital.
,1 
Larrib, Charles Limb, m-
menu& Manners, Jack Rose,
-Hine Suiter, and James
Herndon will count- the son-
tributions during the second_
quarter. _
Bus driven for April wittlee
Randy Wright:- Jon T. Car-
penter, David Wright, and
Ronnie Sills.
Adventurer SE Pickup
His six p.m. _sermon topic
will be "Amos The Burden-




Regular services will ;be
held at the First Baptist
Church on Sunday, April 2, at
10:45 a.m. and seven p.m. with
the Pastor', the Rev. Dr. BillAmos 7:7-9..Bro. John Dale is Whittaker, speaking on "Inpreaching in a gospil meeting Love With-"A Prostitute" withatihe Isehnian Avenue_ Church . scripture from Hosea 1:2-10t.41 Christ at Bowling Grew. - 11-5 at the morning hour and_LIMILetiele-fli the servisree-_win- -ire "A Door Of: Nape" withJack Rose, Owen Moseley, 7seripture form Hosea 2:15 atyieCerowurie,rJd,ohnEdCT. hStomeelaes: t. they or aevyenneinagahor.
KBerrill
Keith Farley, Randy Wright, music, will direct the song
ister of
Bob Lax, Keith Boyle, Sam service with , Mrs. Map .Wylie, and Kevis McManus.
Presiding Sundial" for The Allen Knight as pianist.-
Bowker -as organist and Mrs:-
Spurlock, James Payne, Earl s will be by the Church Choir.
Supper will be Jim special music at both services -
Nanny, and- Curtis Warner. Mrs. Cynthia Turnbow will'
nursery helper. Keith Farley, and Miss Kim Alley at the
Lisa Wallin will be the teen sing a solo at the morning houses e
Jerry ' Fulton, Ken Farley, evening hour. -
Extensio--n-S-DepartmenstS fhb- The Randy Sorrow. ministee of
Lonnie Farr will serve on the Assisting in the-services wilr 
week:- . • • , - •_. ._,_youth, and Paul Dailey, Jr.,
•-
The Lord's Supper during Volunteer nurser); workers
Serving the audience . for deacon of the week.
April will be Charles Oiree, on Sunday morning will be Mr.Same Wylie, Terry McDougal, and Mrs. Nelson Ford; Mrs.
•••••'`
David Coop, Mrs. Vaugh
Vandegrift, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Darnell, WS Terry
Denton. Miss Judy 'Holt. and
Mr. and Mrs. Butch Turnbow.
-Sunday School will be at 9:30




Kentucky Lake, -7- am. 356.0,
up 0.1
Below dam e27.3, down 0.2. _
Barkley Lake, 7 a.tri. 356.1;
0.2. ' -
Below dam 331.2 down 0.6. •
Sunset 6:18 Sunrise 5:43 -
_
•••P
That's-what folks are saylrio these days because ,theyIrefinding out 'lust what their nearbe Dodge Dealer's offering in theway of trunks. A-complete lineup of good-looking, hard-workingDogee pickups and full-time four-wheelers. Like the tough, depend-able -oil-00 pickup. The wed and Wicked Warlock" pickup. fihterouand ruggectfour-wheel-drive Ramcharger and power Wagon pickTrucks that have got it where it cOunte. In Choice of models andequipment. In terms et. engineering and solid construction.
-One look at all the great trucks your Wendt), Dodge Dealer hasfor sale or lease and you'll be saying ... "That's my Dodger,
237x increase from IPSO to WO
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